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Abstract — Retirement induces major changes in the lifestyle of elderly people and under-
standing its influences is crucial to promote successful cognitive ageing. In this analysis, I
estimate the effect of retiring on cognitive functioning using an instrumental variable strat-
egy, instrumenting for retirement with legal eligibility ages. I exploit the panel dimension
of the Survey on Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) to control for indi-
vidual heterogeneity and find a positive effect of retirement onmemory. I also show sugges-
tive evidence that the beneficial effect of retirement on cognition is larger for women and
high-educated indivuals, altough heterogeneous across regions of Europe.
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Introduction and review of empirical
literature

The “use it or lose it” hypothesis refers to the assumption that an individual can impede
cognitive ageing – the deterioration of mental performance with age – by engaging in cog-
nitively demanding activities. Conversely, the hypothesis holds that an undemanding envi-
ronment will exert opposite effects.

While this psychological hypothesis is not unequivocally proven, Hertzog, Kramer,
Wilson, and Lindenberger (2008) infer from the available evidence that maintaining an
intellectually engaged and physically active lifestyle promotes successful cognitive ageing.
Based on this assumption, the elderly are urged tomaintain an engaged lifestyle, as cognitive
decline is not exogenous and can be affected by their behaviour.

The aim of this study is to address the impact of retirement on cognitive functioning, as
retirement is a major life event that induces changes in individuals’ lifestyles. Yet, although
the changes in lifestyles are expected to affect cognitive functioning, the direction of the
effect is ambiguous. On the one hand, retirement may result in harmful effects, such as
a decrease in stimulating activities, a reduction of social interactions, or a loss of market
incentive to invest in cognitive repair activities, which, in turn, would lead to a less mentally
challenging lifestyle. On the other hand, retirementmay have a positive impact on cognitive
functioning, in that, for example, an increase in free time may lead individuals to raise their
investment in cognitive stimulating leisure activities, or that the removal of work-related
constraints may bring about positive spillovers on retirees’ mental health.

This study addresses the question of which of those two conflicting effects prevails by
estimating the causal impact of retirement on cognitive functioning, measured by word re-
call, using a survey of older persons in 13 European countries.

Review of empirical literature

Particular attention has been devoted to the impact of retirement on cognition in the eco-
nomic literature since the seminal paper byAdam,Bonsang,Germain, andPerelman (2007).
Still, in a systematic literature review, Meng, Nexø, and Borg (2017) reveal the existence of
a major knowledge gap in regards to the impact of retirement on cognitive decline. Indeed,
there is no clear consensus, as the evidence is conflicting. Some studies find that retirement
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leads to a decline in cognition (e.g. Rohwedder & Willis, 2010; Bonsang, Adam, & Perel-
man, 2012; Mazzonna & Peracchi, 2012) while other find mixed or positive effects (e.g.
Coe, von Gaudecker, Lindeboom, & Maurer, 2012; Bianchini & Borella, 2016).

Although a majority of papers finds that retirement has a detrimental effect on cogni-
tion, the size and effects vary widely depending on the specification used. Indeed, the type
of specification seems to lead to large changes in the magnitude and significance of the esti-
mated effects. Fonseca, Kapteyn, and Zamarro (2016) replicate several studies and find the
results to be very sensitive to differences in econometric specifications.

Most of the studies rely on a cross-sectional approach. Rohwedder and Willis (2010)
find negative effects when using data from various surveys, such as SHARE, ELSA and
HRS. Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) also find a negative effect, while Coe and Zamarro
(2011), using the first wave of SHARE, do not find a significant effect of retirement on
cognition. These studies suggest that there is a negative association between retirement and
cognitive functioning. However, their cross-sectional nature does not allow for an evidence
of a causal relationship. Cross-sectional designs only inform about differences in cognitive
functioning, not changes in cognitive functioningover time, because theyonlymeasure cog-
nitive functioning at one point in time.

To help overcome the limitations and shortcomings encountered in these studies, Bon-
sang et al. (2012) exploit the longitudinal information provided by the American HRS
dataset to estimate a fixed-effects specification. The authors find a significant negative effect
of retirement on cognition. Following this innovation, three papers exploited the European
longitudinal information of SHARE in a similar fashion.

First, Mazzonna and Peracchi (2014) find substantial heterogeneity in the effect of re-
tirement across occupational groups. Using a principal-component analysis to express cog-
nitive functioning, the effect is found to be negative formost workers, but positive for those
employed in highly physically demanding jobs. Second, Bianchini and Borella (2016) sup-
port that time spent in retirement has a positive effect on cognition by using an instrumental
variables fixed-effects (IV-FE) estimation. Third, Celidoni, Dal Bianco, and Weber (2017)
construct a measure of cognition based on word recall and find that retirement has a long-
term detrimental effect on cognition for individuals that retire at the statutory eligibility
age, but plays a protective role for those who retire as soon as possible.

Overall, I consider these four papers to be the closest to this study. However, only Bon-
sang et al. (2012) and Bianchini and Borella (2016) use a similar empirical approach to the
one developed here, namely, the IV-FE estimation.

I contribute to the literature in several dimensions. First, I use different data that all
of the above-mentioned studies. Although different papers rely on SHARE, all exploit a
maximum of the first four waves and not the information available in the most recent ones.
As a result, the studies restrict attention to mostly Western European countries, and none
include respondents from Estonia, Czech Republic or Slovenia, for example. Second, most
importantly, I investigate different sources of heterogeneity in the effect of retirement on
cognition.
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Main findings

My findings suggest that retirement has an overall positive effect on cognitive functioning.
Specifically, the estimates show that retiring implies a 4% increase in memory score, ac-
counting for a delayed effect. It appears that retirement does not affect everyone the same.
When exploring different sources of heterogeneity, I find a clear education gradient. The
effect of retirement is positive for low and medium-educated individuals, but twice larger
for high-educated respondents. Also, retirement displays a higher and more significant ef-
fect on women. Finally, retirement is found to affect cognitive functioning differently in
the various regions and countries of Europe.

Organisation of the thesis

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 presents the data from the SHARE project.
The first section defines data selection and following sections discuss the dependent vari-
ables, endogenous regressors and control variables. Chapter 2 delves into regression anal-
yses. It starts by exposing the empirical approach in the first section and then details the
results of the empirical analyses. I develop the analysis by accounting for a delayed effect,
and introduce population heterogeneity. Finally, I discuss the findings and their implica-
tions on public policy and then conclude.





CHAPTER 1
SHAREproject data

In this chapter, I introduce the data from the SHARE project and its use in this study. Sec-
tion 1.1 explains the sample selection process and introduces its particularities. Further, I
go through the different measures of cognitive abilities that are provided by four brief tests
in section 1.2. Then, section 1.3 defines the retirement variable and details the construction
of the instruments. I also present some statistics that suggest a wide heterogeneity across re-
tirement schemes in Europe. After that, the control variables are specified in section 1.4.
Finally, table 1.4 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables described throughout this
chapter and used in the regression analysis of chapter 2.

The data used are from the waves 4, 5 and 6 of the Survey of Health, Ageing and Re-
tirement in Europe (SHARE)1, amultidisciplinary and cross-national population represen-
tative longitudinal survey which collects information on health, socioeconomic status and
social and family networks. The target population is individuals aged 50 or over who speak
the official language(s) of their country. Their partners, regardless of age, are also included.

The collection of the data is made through personal interviews that were conducted
for waves 4, 5 and 6, respectively, in 2011, 2013 and 2015. Respondents were interviewed
in multiple waves, but the sample was also refreshed to keep it representative of the ageing
population at each wave.

1This paper uses data from SHARE Waves 4, 5 and 6 (DOIs: 10.6103/ SHARE. w4.600, 10.6103/
SHARE. w5.600, 10.6103/ SHARE. w6.600), see Börsch-Supan et al. (2013) for methodological details.
The SHARE data collection has been primarily funded by the European Commission through FP5 (QLK6
- CT - 2001 - 00360), FP6 (SHARE - I3: RII- CT - 2006 - 062193, COMPARE: CIT5 - CT - 2005 -
028857, SHARELIFE: CIT4 - CT - 2006 - 028812) and FP7 (SHARE - PREP: N.211909, SHARE - LEAP:
N.227822, SHARE M4: N.261982). Additional funding from the German Ministry of Education and Re-
search, the Max Planck Society for the Advancement of Science, the U.S. National Institute on Ageing (U01
AG09740 - 13S2, P01AG005842, P01AG08291, P30AG12815, R21AG025169, Y1 -AG - 4553-01, IAG
BSR06-11,OGHA04-064,HHSN271201 300071C) and fromvarious national funding sources is gratefully
acknowledged (see www.share-project.org).
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6 SHARE project data

The interview mode is Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI). The question-
naire consists of 20 modules covering several aspects of life circumstances. This work uses
data from themodules on demographics, physical andmental health, employment and pen-
sions which complements the information supplied by the easySHARE data set2. The data
processing and analysis was made using the statistical software package Stata. The code
executed is shown in appendix C.

1.1 Sample selection

I restrict attention to individuals interviewed in the countries that contributed in every of
the waves 4, 5 and 6. The selected countries represent different regions of continental Eu-
rope. The final sample includes data from 12 countries. Drawing on previous research,
cultural roots, attitudes and welfare regimes (e.g.Tosi & Grundy, 2018), in some analyses I
divided countries into four groups: Western European countries (Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany and Switzerland), Nordic countries (Denmark and Sweden) a Southern Europe
group (Italy and Spain) and a cluster of former Eastern bloc countries (Estonia, Czech Re-
public and Slovenia). Although representative of the population, the sample size is not
proportional to the number of people living in each country.

In the study, the sample is restricted to individuals that participated in at least two of
the three waves. Among these, I keep individuals that participated to wave 6. This leaves
me with respondents that first appear either on wave 4 or 5, and provides a common mea-
surement on wave 6. I further keep only individuals that were aged more than 50 when
first interviewed or less than 75when last interviewed. At this point, 34,597 individuals are
included the sample.

Retired and employed people represent 85% of the sample. Since I am interested in
studying the transitionbetweenwork and retirement, I exclude individuals that declared be-
longing to any other categories, namely, individuals who reported themselves permanently
sick or disabled, unemployed and homemakers or who did not provide information about
their employment status. For these 7,963 people, the instruments would not be sufficiently
relevant and the effect of retirement on cognitive abilities may be peculiar (Bianchini &
Borella, 2016). Additionally, I exclude from the analysis 361 individuals who reported
returning to work during the sample period. As explained and assessed in Bonsang et al.
(2012), including those individuals would require the assumption that leaving the work-
force and going back exert symmetrical effects on cognitive functioning.

Besides, I exclude 1,009 individuals for which word recall test results are missing. This
is primarily a result of proxy interviews, during which cognitive tests are not performed. I
then drop 2 respondents for whom the retirement year is missing and 231 individuals that
retired before the age of 45.

2Generated easySHARE data set (DOI: 10.6103/ SHARE. easy. 600), see Gruber, Hunkler, and Stuck
(2014) for methodological details
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Table 1.1
Gender distribution of selected individuals by country

Men Women Total

Obs. % Obs. % Obs.

Austria 810 45.1 988 54.9 1798
Belgium 1273 53.2 1122 46.8 2395
Czech Republic 1154 39.1 1797 60.9 2951
Denmark 1066 48.2 1147 51.8 2213
Estonia 796 35.3 1458 64.7 2254
France 920 47.8 1006 52.2 1926
Germany 1307 50.5 1282 49.5 2589
Italy 1000 57.1 750 42.9 1750
Slovenia 642 42.0 888 58.0 1530
Spain 1080 61.4 679 38.6 1759
Sweden 1071 45.5 1283 54.5 2354
Switzerland 785 51.9 727 48.1 1512

All countries 11904 13127 25031

Thefinal sample corresponds to an unbalanced panel including 65,120 observations for
25,031 individuals. Among those, 60% participated to the three waves, 35% to the waves 5
and 6, while the remaining 5% participated only to waves 4 and 6. Wave 6 is thus the wave
common to every respondent.

Table 1.1 shows the distribution of the final sample by country and gender. We notice
that women are undersampled in some countries, such as Spain (38.6%) and Italy (42.9%),
whereas the opposite is true in others. Eastern European countries make a good example.
Women represent 64.7%, 60.9% and 58% of the final sample in Estonia, Czech Republic
and Slovenia, respectively. However, the original SHARE study consistently sampledmore
women than men, as shows table A.1 (page 39).

We can thus conclude that the selection is the main cause of the differences in gender
representation in the final sample. In order to understand the role of the selection process
in this sampling heterogeneity, table 1.2 shows the proportion of selected men and women
from the original sample, by country. For example, in Spain, 41% of men were selected,
whereas only 21% of women of the initial sample were selected in the studied sample. The
selection process excluded (included) 20%more (less) women thanmen in Spain. This dif-
ference in selection is shown in the last column of table 1.2. The numbers are particularly
high in Spain and Italy. In those two countries,Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) explain that
about half of women never worked. This lower female attachment to labor could explain
this selection result, as only current and past workers are included in the sample. The gen-
der difference is also high in Belgium and Switzerland, although, to a lesser extent. This
under representation of women in the final sample will exert considerable influence on the
regression estimates, as we will see in section 2.6.
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Table 1.2
Selection process: Percentages of selected men and women from the original sample,
by country

Men Women Gender diff.

Not selected Selected Not selected Selected

Austria 57 43 62 38 5
Belgium 47 53 63 37 16
Czech Republic 49 51 45 55 -4
Denmark 36 64 43 57 7
Estonia 67 33 60 40 -7
France 53 47 62 38 9
Germany 38 62 46 54 8
Italy 48 52 68 32 20
Slovenia 49 51 49 51 0
Spain 59 41 79 21 20
Sweden 40 60 39 61 -1
Switzerland 45 55 58 42 13

All countries 49 51 56 44 7

1.2 Cognitive ability measures

I want the dependent variable to be a measure of cognitive abilities. However, cognitive de-
cline is amultidimensional phenomenon andmultiple aspects of the respondent’s cognitive
functioning are assessed in SHARE.This section describes each test and exposes the reasons
that lead me to focus on the measure of memory.

The cognitive function module contains subjective and objective measures that assess
four aspects of the respondent’s cognitive functioning: numeracy, orientation in time, ver-
bal fluency andmemory. These fourmeasures are the outcome of brief tests, included in the
CAPI questionnaire, that follow a protocol aimed at minimising the potential influence of
the interviewer and the interview process3.

First, the numeracy test involves a simple arithmetical calculation based on percentages
and gives information on the mathematical performance of the respondents. If the respon-
dents had already participated in one of the panel waves, they would be asked a similar test,
based on subtractions. The final scores have a narrow range, from 1 (bad) to 5 (good). In
the sample under study, variability is very low. 14% of the observations are a score of 4 and
71% are a score of 5, the maximum score.

Second, analogously, the test of orientation in time displays very little variability. 91%
of the respondents answered correctly to the four questions about the interview date (day,
month and year) and day of the week, and thus scored the maximum. For this reason, I did

3See, for example, Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) for more details
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not use the results of the orientation and numeracy tests4. Indeed, I doubt they would yield
to a realistic representation of the population’s cognitive abilities distribution.

Third, verbal fluency is assessed through a simple test. The respondent is asked to name
as many different animals as she or he can think of in one minute. The number of distinct
animals enumerated among selected respondents – which is the score of the test – has a
maximum of 100, while the mean is 23. Half of the results lie between 18 and 27.

Finally, memory is challenged with a ten-word-list learning test that consists of verbal
registration and recall of the list5. The speed at which the words are read out is controlled
by the CAPI. The respondent hears the list only once but is asked to recall as many words
as possible on two occasions; first, right after the enumeration of the list (immediate recall)
and, then, after an interference period (delayed recall), about 5 minutes later, at the end of
the cognitive functioningmodule. Themaximum score for each recall is 10. In waves 1 and
2, the test suffered from a drawback. Indeed, the tests were administered to respondents
of the same household using the same list of words. While the CAPI clearly asks no third
person to be present during the module, it has been reported that, for example, individuals
werepresent during their partner tests. Repeated exposure canonly be thought of as skewing
the results. Incidentally, the same list was used with the same individual over time. Thus, in
furtherwaves (with the exceptionofwave3, which, due to its peculiar nature didnot include
the cognitive functioning module), this issue was solved by administering a different list of
words6, to inhibit learning effects that would be likely to improve the cognitive scores of
some respondents (see Malter and Börsch-Supan (2013) for methodology details). This
drawback motivates my choice to work with waves 4, 5 and 6.

Figures 1.1 to 1.3 display cross-sectional age profiles of the cognitive tests that were
not rejected due to low variability. They represent the age distribution of the averages of
the fluency and the two recall tests. I differentiate the sample according to three criteria,
namely, gender, education attainment, and region. Indeed, Schmitz-Scherzer and Thomae
(1983) have found, for example, that individuals of lower socioeconomic status experience
greater age-related decreases in performance on cognitive tests, so that socioeconomic status
was shown to be positively related to better performance by older adults.

First, figure 1.1 displays the average test scores differentiating for gender. A substan-
tial difference appears. Women correspond to better scores than men at all ages in the re-
call tests. In the fluency test, the confidence bands of the average lines overlap, but, again,

4Note that to be able to better discriminate respondents, Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) used the time
spent to answer to those questions to construct an adjusted test score. This information is made available by the
advanced system used to conduct the CAPI interview but is not public, and could therefore not be used.

5Specifically, the question asked is : «Now, I am going to read a list of words from my computer screen.
We have purposely made the list long so it will be difficult for anyone to recall all the words. Most people recall
just a few. Please listen carefully, as the set of words cannot be repeated. When I have finished, I will ask you to
recall aloud as many of the words as you can, in any order ».

6The CAPI randomly assigns one of the following ten-word lists : hotel, river, tree, skin, gold, market,
paper, child, king, book — sky, ocean, flag, dollar, wife, machine ,home, earth, college, butter — woman, rock,
blood, corner, shoes, letter, girl, house, valley, engine — water, church, doctor, palace, fire, garden, sea, village,
baby, table
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Figure 1.1
Age profiles of average test scores by gender
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Figure 1.2
Age profiles of average test scores by macro region
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Figure 1.3
Age profiles of average test scores by education attainment
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women tend to score better. Also, figure A.1 (p. 43) shows the average results of the recall
tests by country and gender. The better results of women hold for every country sampled.

Furthermore, the figure (A.1) also indicates differences across countries in the level of
the scores. To investigate this heterogeneity, figure 1.2 displays the average test score for
macro-regions of continental Europe (see page 6 for the classification of countries). West-
ern, Northern and Eastern Europe countries show little divergence in tests, although the
group of Eastern European countries seems to lag behind in the recall tests. However, the
most noticeable feature of these graphs is the results of Southern Europe that contrast with
the rest. They consistently lie below those of the other European regions.

Finally, figure 1.3 displays the average test scores differentiating for levels of education.
International Standard Classification of Education coding is used to account for country
specificities in the educational system and is generated by the SHARE team. I separate peo-
ple according to their educational attainment level. Following themethodology of Eurostat
(2016), I create three aggregates: low, medium and high levels of education. The figure dis-
plays a clear education gradient in all tests. This is largely consistentwith the results ofBanks
andMazzonna (2012), who, using cognitive tests from the English Longitudinal Survey on
Ageing (an English survey broadly similar to SHARE) provide evidence of a large positive
and significant causal effect of a year of education on cognitive abilities at older ages. Also,
Dal Bianco, Garrouste, and Paccagnella (2013) showed that cognitive decline and educa-
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tion are strongly – negatively – related 7. Still, in figures 1.1 to 1.3, the main difference
across groups lies in the level of the test and not in the rate of decline.

With these three measures of cognitive abilities, I ought to construct a single variable.
Morris, Evans, Hebert, and Bienias (1999) highlighted some general constraints of great
importance in measuring cognitive abilities, that need to be taken into account. SHARE
is a multidisciplinary survey and thus suffers from three specific constraints: (i) the survey
must cover a wide range of cognition levels, from excellent function to severe disease, (ii) it
must provide a uniform measurement of cognition across respondents, (iii) the cognitive
functioning module being only a part of the survey, it must be restricted to brief tests, to
ease the respondent burden. These constraints lead to two potential issues. First, they cause
the tests to summarize multiple facets of cognition. Second, they increase the likelihood of
floor and ceiling effects.

As in most papers on cognitive decline8, I will up to this point focus exclusively on the
measure of memory score, as it allow to bypass those two issues. Indeed, first, as pointed
out by Bingöl, Crespo, and Mira (2016), the memory test is a measure of pure fluid intel-
ligence. This opposes to the verbal fluency test which measures both fluid and crystallised
intelligences, that are crucial determinants of the verbal fluency score: crystallised intelli-
gence is mainly responsible for knowing about a large number of distinct elements, while
fluid intelligence allows one to remember them rapidly. Second, Bonsang et al. (2012) ex-
plain that memory score does not suffer from floor and ceiling effects. This contrasts with
the orientation and numeracy tests that, as a result of ceiling effects, displayed low vari-
ability. Naturally, since individuals with the highest possible score can only change in one
direction, random variation is not evenly distributed around initial scores.

Additionally, episodic memory, measured by memory score, is particularly affected by
ageing. Some neuroscience studies argue it to be among the first cognitive function to de-
cline with age (Anderson & Craik, 2000; Prull, Gabrieli, & Bunge, 2000; Souchay, Isin-
grini, & Espagnet, 2000). Because of these advantages, I consider memory score to allow
for a more realistic representation of real innate cognitive ability levels over all other cogni-
tive measures available in SHARE. Concretely, I construct the final indicator of cognitive
functioning by summing the immediate and the delayed recall tests scores. The measure
thus ranges from 0 to 20.

7Dal Bianco et al. studied the link between individual schooling and cognitive decline. They explain that
Schneeweis, Skirbekk, and Winter-Ebmer (2012), working with SHARE data, assess the causal effect of ed-
ucation on old-age memory and fluency and find a positive impact of schooling on memory – with one year
of education increasing the delayed memory score by about 0.3. However, they consider that the findings of
Cavapozzi, Garrouste, and Paccagnella (2011) might drive this positive correlation. Indeed, Cavapozzi et al.
shows that parental socio-economic background plays a crucial role in determining the average number of years
in full-time education of an individual and their later socio-economic condition. For that reason, Dal Bianco
et al., controlling for this positive correlation between socio-economic condition of parental households and
educational attainment of respondents, confirmed Schneeweis et al.’s results of strong negative relation between
cognitive decline and education.

8Every paper referred to in the literature review (e.g. Bonsang et al., 2012; Mazzonna & Peracchi, 2014;
Bianchini & Borella, 2016; Celidoni et al., 2017) uses memory score as the dependent variable, or a measure
constructed directly from it.
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Figure 1.4
Average memory score by age
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Figure 1.4 provides a first insight into thismeasure. Similarly to figures 1.1 to 1.3, it dis-
plays the variation of the averagememory scoremeasurewith age. While it does not provide
evidence of a systematic difference in the rate of decline of cognitive abilities with age, the
figure clearly highlights the negative association between memory and age. Actually, on av-
erage, the number of words recalled decreases almost linearly with age. Even though this
measure of episodic memory allows for great variability, we perceive a steady but slow de-
crease in score. Over the span of 20 years, the average score declines from 11.4 at age 55 to
8.6 at age 75.

Nonetheless, the cross-sectional nature of this kind of analysis does not allow us to in-
fer a causal relationship, since we would observe time, age and cohort effects combined.
Accordingly, to understand the link between retirement and word recall, I exploit longitu-
dinal information. This allowsme to look at the change in performance, a superior outcome
measure, for it estimates the decline directly.

1.3 Retirement and instrumental variables

In the study of the effect of retirement on cognitive decline, the definition of retirement is
naturally of high relevance. I define an individual as retired if he or she self-reports being
retired from work. Thereby, I construct a dummy variable for retirement status using the
employment information provided by the variable ep005 from themoduleEP.This variable
classifies the individual in each period, either as retired, or employed/self-employed as I
excluded from the sample individuals that reported being sick, disabled or homemaker (see
section 1.1).

Over the three waves, 54% of the selected individuals are retired during the entire pe-
riod of the survey. Apart from those, every individual was working when first interviewed.
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Table 1.3
Retirement related summary statistics by country

Age of Employment status evolution:
retirement Working Transition Retired

Mean % % %

Austria 58.5 20 12 68
Belgium 60.3 38 12 50
Czech Republic 58.4 21 9 70
Denmark 62.3 52 9 39
Estonia 61.0 39 16 45
France 59.5 27 12 61
Germany 61.8 46 8 46
Italy 58.2 34 6 60
Slovenia 56.1 20 6 74
Spain 62.9 41 11 47
Sweden 63.7 37 11 52
Switzerland 62.8 49 15 36

All countries 60.5 35 11 54

35% of the respondents remained employed throughout all waves and the remaining 11%
of respondents transited from employment to retirement during the period under study.
Those 2,676 respondents are the most relevant type of observation to this longitudinal
study. Table 1.3 exposes the relative size of each of those three categories in every coun-
try, as well as the average age of retirement.

Across retirement ages, there is a large cross-country variability. Average age of retire-
ment goes from 56.1 in Slovenia to 63.7 in Sweden, while over the entire sample, the un-
weighted average is about 60. Figure 1.5 shows the retirement age distribution by age across
the entire sample, while figure 1.6 displays the same distribution for each country separately.
Overall, we notice a large prevalence of ages 60 and 65, but examining the country dissimi-
larities already suggests that broadly different retirement schemes are in application in every
country.

Figure 1.6 shows a strong surge of probability for certain years of the retirement age
distribution, but displays a large variability across countries. In order to account for the pre-
sumed endogeneity of the retirement decision, as in Bonsang et al. (2012) and most of the
literature that followed, I use retirement eligibility ages as instruments, for both statutory
and early retirement. The instruments must influence the retirement decision but should
not be having a direct effect on cognitive functioning. In other words, they must be corre-
lated with cognitive functioning only through the effect of retirement. Here, I assume that
most of the cross-country variation is a result of national policies. Since it is highly unlikely
that these policies have been set up in response to age-related cognitive performance in the
country population, I argue that these policies provide valid instruments.
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Figure 1.5
Retirement age distribution (percentage by age)
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These key retirement ages are thus used as instruments for the retirement decision. Ap-
pendix B (page 45) explains the different retirement schemes of every country of the anal-
ysis and details the early and statutory retirement ages. I differentiate for country, gender
and cohorts. The instrumental variables are constructed as two dummy variables that take
the value zero if the individual’s age is less than the legal retirement age, for both early and
statutory retirement.

Finally, another retirement related variable of interest is the length of retirement. This
variable measures the time elapsed between interview’s and retirement’s dates. Interview
dates are available for all respondents, but retirement date, being based on a self-report, lacks
precision. While retirement year9 was largely provided, retirementmonthwas not disclosed
by half of the respondents. In those cases, I assumed the individuals to have retired in June.
The final variable, ret_length, is computed for every interview date and is set to missing for
respondents that remained employed throughout the panel period.

1.4 Control variables

Using the longitudinal dimension of the data to model a fixed effect specification allows
to eliminate most of the individual heterogeneity, given that it controls for time-invariant
observed and unobserved characteristics. However, Bingley andMartinello (2013) demon-
strated that using the right controls is very important when using cross-country variation in
retirement eligibility ages as instruments. Failing to do so leads to a bias in the instruments.

First, I include age controls. Indeed, the ageing process is a prominent cause of cognitive
decline. I check for this natural process using a quadratic polynomial of age.

Second, I include a dummy variable that takes the value one when the respondent is
livingwith a spouse or partner in the samehousehold. Bingöl et al. (2016) called this control

9Only 2 individuals were dropped due to missing data about retirement year. Still, for about a third of the
respondents, retirement year is inconsistent across the three waves. Thus, based on the variable ep329, I com-
puted the mode, the value appearing most frequently across waves 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, to use as the final retirement
year. When two years appeared in an equal number of waves, I kept the most recent one.
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Figure 1.6
Retirement age distribution by country (percentage by age)
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the hearing spouse effect. In reality, its total expected effect is ambiguous. Indeed, on the
one hand, living alone means having less social interactions on average, which is expected
to have a negative impact on cognitive abilities. On the other hand, it might be a cognitive
stimulant in that it compels the individual to take care of complex activities related to the
maintaining of the household, and this, on its own. Overall, adding this dummy variable
allows to control for the important change in lifestyle that living alone implies.

Third, it is important to consider a form of learning effect from retesting. Ferrer, Salt-
house, Stewart, and Schwartz (2004) studied various cognitive abilities tests and suggested
that both age and retest should be modelled simultaneously when analysing longitudinal
data. Indeed, part of the change acrossmeasurementsmay be attributable to practice. Here,
the respondents retake the memory test on every wave. Even though the lists of words are
different, individuals may learn how to respond to the test and prepare themselves to it.
Hence, I include a dummy variable, retest, that captures the learning effect, differentiating
for respondents that take the test for the first time from others.
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Table 1.4
Descriptive statistics

Variable name % Mean SD

Cognitive abilities:
Numeracy numeracy_2 4.44 1.08
Orientation in time orienti 3.90 0.35
Verbal fluency cf010 22.88 7.34
Immediate recall recall_1 5.80 1.60
Delayed recall recall_2 4.53 2.05
Memory score mem_sc 10.33 3.35

Retirement variables:
Retired es_retired 60.2
Empl. status evolution: working es_evol_working 11.3
Empl. status evolution: transition es_evol_fromWtoR 34.2
Empl. status evolution: retired es_evol_retired 54.5
Age at retirement ret_age 60.17 4.35
Length of retirement ret_length 7.62 5.27

Descriptive and control variables:
Gender female 52.8
Age age 63.67 6.41
Living with spouse/partner partnerinhh 76.6
Already interviewed before retest 72.7
Education attainment: low degree 28.2
Education attainment: medium degree 43.4
Education attainment: high degree 28.4

Countries and regions:
Nordic group: region 16.74

- Denmark country 8.40
- Sweden country 8.35

Western Europe: region 41.68
- Austria country 7.94
- Belgium country 9.81
- France country 8.39
- Germany country 8.77
- Switzerland country 6.77

Southern Europe: region 13.29
- Italy country 6.84
- Spain country 6.45

Former Eastern bloc: region 28.28
- Czech Republic country 12.16
- Estonia country 10.01
- Slovenia country 6.11



CHAPTER 2
Data analysis

This chapter focuses entirely on regression analyses. I use the data described in the previous
chapter to estimate the effect of retirement on cognitive functioning. In the first section,
I present the empirical approach. In section 2.2, I report the results of the initial model’s
estimation. The next section assesses the reliability of the instrumental variable approach.
Section 2.4 explores wether retirement has an instantaneous effect, or impacts cognitive
functioning with a delay. The section progresses trough various steps, and ultimately in-
troduces the final model: first, I introduce an alternative model, then, I justify the length
of the delay chosen, and finally I present the final model, that accounts for a delayed effect
of retirement on cognition. Then, section 2.5 analyses the sensitivity of the final model to
different age functional forms. Finally, section 2.6 evaluates the variability of the results
among subgroups of the population. Overall, I find that retirement has a positive effect on
cognitive functioning.

2.1 Empirical approach

Theempirical analysis aims to test the hypothesis that retirement affects cognitive function-
ing. I first estimate the following equation:

yi,t = β(Retiredi,t) + f(agei,t) + γXi,t + µi + εi,t (2.1)

This model assumes that memory score – yi,t – depends on (i) the retirement status
– the dummy variable Retiredi,t – (ii) a function of age – f(agei,t) – and (iii) individual
specific characteristics that might affect cognition –Xi,t. It also depends on an error term
that can be decomposed into individual specific unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity
– µi – and idiosyncratic error – εi,t. Consequently, the identification of the causal effect
of retirement on cognitive functioning relies on the observations of individuals who tran-

19
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sit from work to retirement during the sample period. The panel data set includes 2,676
individuals in that situation.

Endogeneity considerationshave tobe taken into accountwhen considering thismodel.
Indeed, endogeneity can be the source of inconsistent estimation of the parameter β, the
causal effect of retirement on cognitive functioning. In such a case, an OLS estimation of
equation 2.1would likely lead to a biasedβ for two reasons. First, the presence of individual
specific unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity would result in a correlation between the
retirement decision and the error term, between Retiredi,t and εi,t. The second potential
source of bias lies in the presence of reverse causality. Indeed, workers that suffer from a
decrease in cognitive declinemay be selected or select themselves into retirement. This goes
against the hypothesis that aims to test if cognitive decline is a result of retirement. In the
presence of reverse causality, retirement would be associated with lower cognitive perfor-
mance, even if it had no effect on cognition.

To circumvent these barriers, I adopt a specific approach. First, I control for individ-
ual specific unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity (µi) through a fixed effects estima-
tion. Second, I account for the presumed endogeneity of the retirement decision by imple-
menting an instrumental variables strategy. I use the instruments described in section 1.3
– indicators for being above retirement eligibility ages – through the following first-stage
equation, whereKi,t represents a vector of the instrumental variables:

Retiredi,t = δKi,t + f(agei,t) + τXi,t + ρi + ϵi,t (2.2)

In both the first- and second-stage equations, the vectorXi,t includes the control vari-
ables detailed in section 1.4: retest, a dummy variable that captures the learning effect and
partnerinhh, that captures the effect of living with a partner in the household. Finally, I
control for the ageing process by adding function of age that takes the form of a quadratic
polynomial of age (age+ (age/10)2).

In conclusion, the empirical strategy consists of a 2SLS specification in fixed effects,
with one endogenous variable and two instruments, allowing to control for two sources of
endogeneity, unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity and reverse causality.

2.2 Preliminary results

In this section, I estimate the model described above in which the variable memory score
– the number of words recalled in the immediate and delayed test – is regressed on the
retirement status indicator.

First, the model is simply estimated by fixed-effects (FE). In this case, the average effect
of retirement is measured taking account of all the respondents that transited from work to
retirement during the sample period – whether they retired smoothly or were incentivised
by the retirement schemes and retired more suddenly. Moreover, endogeneity in the retire-
ment decision is not taken into account by the FE estimation, whereas, as explained above,
it should raise serious concerns.
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Table 2.1
Instrumental variable estimation of the effect of retirement on cognition

Coefficient p-Value

First stage
(Dependent variable: retired)

Above early retirement age 0.142*** 0.000
Above statutory retirement age 0.196*** 0.000

Second stage
(Dependent variable: memory score)

Retired 0.419** 0.028

Statistics
Under-identification (p-Value) 0.245
Weak identification 103.9
Over-identification (p-Value) 0.495

Notes: Fixed-effects two-stage least-squares estimates (FE-2SLS). See table A.2 on page 40 for more de-
tailed results and 2-way cluster-robust standard errors. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Thus, the full-fledgedmodel is then estimated by using the two-stage least-squares fixed
effects (2SLS-FE) estimation. This estimation is fragmented into two stages. In the first
stage (equation 2.2), the endogenous regressor – retirement status – is used as the depen-
dent variable while the instruments are the explanatory variables, along with the age poly-
nomial and the control variables. In the second stage (equation 2.1), memory score is the
dependent variable, while the main explanatory variable is the retirement status of each re-
spondent as predicted by the first-stage regression. Consequently, the explanatory variable
estimates of this second-stage includes the effect on retirement behaviour induced solely by
the national retirement schemes. Besides, this strategy aims to provide an unbiased estimate
of the effect of retirement on cognitive decline by accounting for its expected heterogeneous
nature across the population. The IV estimates can, in this scenario, be interpreted as the
local average treatment effect.

For every analysis, I use cluster-robust standard errors (SE), following suggestions of
Wooldridge (2003). SEs and statistics are thus robust to heteroskedasticity and intra-group
correlation. Specifically, I use the 2-way cluster-robust SEs proposed by Cameron, Gel-
bach, and Miller (2011). This provides SEs that are robust to within-panel (within one
respondent) autocorrelation and to contemporaneous cross-panel correlation (clustering
on wave).
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Table 2.1 provides a summary of the full-fledged regression estimation results1. Ac-
cording to those, and conditional to the non-linear age specification, the average short-term
effect of being retired is positive and statistically significant on cognitive functioning. No-
tably, the results suggest that retirement increases the memory score by about half a point
(the coefficient estimate is 0.419 and the 95% confidence interval ranges from 0.044 to
0.794). This increase of 0.4 words represents an improvement of approximately 4 percent
in the average respondent’s score.

Finally, as regards the control variables, first, the results show that the chosen age func-
tional form controls for the cognitive ageing process accurately. Further, in section 2.5, I test
the robustness of the results by adopting different specifications for age trend and conclude
that the quadratic polynomial of age, by capturing the non linearity in age, is adequate to
the study. Second, the effect of livingwith a partner in the household is estimated to be very
close to null. Third, the variable that captures the effect of having already been interviewed
before, retest, proves to display significant effects on memory score. A non-negligible part
of the increase in memory score is attributed to practice. The coefficient estimates is sig-
nificant and its magnitude is more than half of the effect of retirement. Its presence is thus
seemingly justified.

2.3 Instruments reliability

The soundness of the instruments rely on two major conditions. First, in order for the in-
struments to fulfil the relevance condition, they need to have a causal impact on the retire-
ment decision. Here, the set of instruments always pass the F test of excluded instruments
in the first stage, individually and jointly. Since I use cluster-robust statistics, I report the
LM version of the Kleibergen and Paap (2006) rk statistic and the p-Value of the under-
identification test. The null of under-identification is accordingly rejected. However, the
instruments could still be weak. For this reason, I test for weak identification of the model.
I report the Wald version of the Kleibergen-Paap rk F statistic. The Stock-Yogo test crit-
ical value at 10% is 19.93. I thus reject the null hypothesis of the estimator being weakly
identified. In conclusion, the instruments – that indicate whether individuals are eligible
for retirement – are correlated with the retirement decision. Those results find evidence to
suggest a strong first stage.

Second, the instrumentsmust not be correlatedwith the error termof equation 2.1. Re-
garding this validity condition, I analyse the results of the second stage. Since themodel has
two excluded instruments and one endogenous regressor, I can test for over-identification
of the restrictions. Given the assumption of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, I report
Hansen’s J statistic. This specification test leads to not rejecting the null that the instruments
are valid and correctly excluded from the estimated equation. Altogether, the instruments
meet the diagnostic tests of both relevance and validity.

1TableA.2 (page 40) displays the complete results of the two types of estimation. Column1 shows the sim-
ple FE estimation that does not control for endogeneity. Then, columns 2 and 3 show the 2SLS-FE estimation
results that account for endogeneity by using the instrumental variable approach.
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2.4 Delayed effect?

Previous results suggest that retirement has an instantaneous effect on cognitive function-
ing. This section explores the prospect of a delayed effect through the adaptation of the
initial model.

Atchley (1976) suggested the existence of a pattern of adjustment in retirement across
time that reflect the different stages of retirement. Accordingly, the change of lifestyle im-
plied by retirementmaynot display its effects on cognitive decline immediately. Gall, Evans,
andHoward (1997), based in part onAtchley’s stagemodel of retirement, found the impact
of retirement on psychological health to be positive in the short term, up to one year post
retirement. This confirmed Atchley’s suggestion of a honeymoon phase early on in retire-
ment. During the honeymoon stage, due to the release fromdaily pressures of work, retirees
are considered to feel more energetic and satisfied as they pursue desired projects and activ-
ities which were earlier put off because of work-related constraints. Bonsang et al. (2012)
illustrate this effect and provide support to the hypothesis that the effect of retirement is
not instantaneous. They find that the effect of the change in lifestyle on cognition might
differ according to the time spent in retirement.

(i) Alternative (lagged) model

Following the strategy of Bonsang et al., and in order to account for this process, I alterna-
tively model memory score as resulting from a function of the lagged environment. Specif-
ically, I define the retirement status indicator as a dummy variable that takes the value one
when the respondent has been retired for at least one year and the value zero otherwise. I
also compute a new set of instruments, following an analogous procedure of that described
above, but increasing the age-threshold by one year, to account for the presumably delayed
effect of retirement. This approach allows the model to account for the honeymoon stage
of retirement. The estimates are displayed in table 2.2. Under this alternative approach,
the effect remains very similar to the one found in section 2.2. Although minimally lower,
the impact of retirement on cognitive functioning is positive, inducing an increase of 0.406
points in memory score.

Table 2.2
Instrumental variable estimation of the delayed effect of retirement on cognition

Coefficient SE p-Value

Second stage
(Dependent variable: memory score)

Retired for at least one year 0.406** 0.172 0.018

Notes: FE-2SLS estimation. SE : 2-way cluster-robust standard errors.
See table A.3 on page 41 for more detailed results.
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(ii) Length of the delay

The introduction of this alternative model raises a new consideration. The model consid-
ers a honeymoon effect that lasts for one year. I thus empirically justify the choice of this
specific delay between retirement and its effect on memory score. To shed some light on
this matter, I estimate the alternative model using different delay periods, ranging from 0 to
24 months. I thus construct a set of new endogenous regressors and instrumental dummy
variables for each of the 25 specifications. This allows me to run a sequence of regressions,
each accounting for a different delay of retirement on cognitive functioning. I report the
estimates of the coefficient of main interest – being retired for at least 0 to 24 months – in
figure 2.1. It should be noted that the specification in which the delay is set to 12 months
corresponds to the specification estimated in table 2.2.

Figure 2.1
Sensitivity to the length of the delay after retirement
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Notes: Markers are the 2SLS-FE coefficient estimates of being retired for at least 0—24 months, under the
alternative (lagged) model. Vertical bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of the estimates. Horizontal
lines show the means, for up-to-one- and two-year delays. Note that the specification in which the delay is set
to 12 months is the one estimated in table 2.2.

Figure 2.1 shows that the effect of retirement on cognition is comparatively higher
when accounting for delays of up to one year than when the delays are set to longer periods.
The horizontal lines represent the 12-month average of the coefficients estimated. When
accounting for a delay of up to one year, the effect of retirement on cognitive functioning is
comparatively higher than when accounting for longer period delays. These results confirm
the gerontological hypothesis of the honeymoon phase, which brings forth a positive boost
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in cognitive functioning during the first year of retirement that seems to gradually wear off
over time. Such a finding substantiates the approach followed and the choice of a 12-month
delay. Accordingly, I account for a one year delay in the effect of retirement on cognition
in further analyses.

(iii) Second endogenous regressor - final model

Under the alternative (lagged) model, the control group is made of a weighted average of
workers and recently retired individuals. In order to isolate the effect of the recently re-
tired individuals from the estimates, I specify a slightly different model that includes an
additional dummy variable as an endogenous regressor. Retired less than 1 year equals one
if the individual is retired for less than one year and zero otherwise. I also construct new
instruments to fit into this model. Those are the two dummy variables that indicate if the
individual is aged exactly either the early or the statutory retirement age. Under this speci-
fication, the control group thus only includes working individuals.

The results of this new estimation are shown in table 2.3. They allow the effects of retire-
ment on cognition to differ between individuals that recently retired and those that retired
more than a year ago. The first endogenous regressor – the dummy for being retired for less
than one year – captures the effect of retirement that occurs within the year following the
retirement decision. This is the immediate effect of retirement. The coefficient estimate is
positive but statistically insignificant. Its large standard error does not allow for an accurate
interpretation. However, the coefficient estimation of the second endogenous regressor –
the dummy for being retired for at least one year – is statistically significant. It captures
the average effect of retirement in the longer run, one year post-retirement. Its coefficient
estimate is of slightly greater magnitude, but remains very similar to those of anterior speci-
fications. These results suggest a significant positive effect of retirement on cognition. Still,
the effect is less likely to be immediate or happen in the very short run.

Table 2.3
Instrumental variable estimation of the immediate and delayed effects of retirement on
cognition

Coefficient SE p-Value

Second stage
(Dependent variable: memory score)

Retired for less than one year 0.220 0.226 0.329
Retired for at least one year 0.450** 0.204 0.027

Notes: FE-2SLS estimation. SE : 2-way cluster-robust standard errors.
See table A.4 on page 42 for more detailed results.
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2.5 Sensitivity to age functional forms

In all of the preceding analyses, I have used a quadratic trend to control for the cognitive
ageing process. In order to check for the robustness of the results to different age trends, I
estimate the model with different functional forms of age as control variables. The results
of those various estimations are reported in table 2.4.

Table 2.4
Robustness to age trends

Age polynomial:

Log Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4

Endogenous regressors:
Retired less than 1y 0.558∗∗ 0.597∗∗ 0.220 0.156 -0.053

[0.250] [0.247] [0.226] [0.249] [0.259]
Retired at least 1y 0.526∗∗ 0.621∗∗∗ 0.450∗∗ 0.306 0.222

[0.206] [0.203] [0.204] [0.310] [0.307]

Age specifications:
Log of age -0.487 – – – –

[0.586]
Age – -0.020∗∗ 0.513∗∗∗ -0.463 -21.274∗∗∗

[0.009] [0.050] [0.876] [5.585]
Age2/10 – – -0.407∗∗∗ 1.162 51.024∗∗∗

[0.036] [1.425] [13.161]
Age3/100 – – – -0.083 -5.357∗∗∗

[0.076] [1.370]
Age4/1000 – – – – 0.208∗∗∗

[0.053]

Robust standard errors are reported between brackets.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Overall, the coefficient ofmain interest’s estimation is quite insensitive to the variations
of age trends. The coefficient estimates of the dummy retired at least one year is positive for
every different age trend. Still, its magnitude decreases as the order of the polynomial trend
increases. With the polynomials of orders 3 and 4, the standard errors become considerably
larger and the estimation is not statistically significant. However, it is significant for the
other specifications, including the log of age.

When excluding any non-linear term in age (using only the first order polynomial), the
coefficients of main interest tend to be overestimated. As noted by Bianchini and Borella
(2016), failing to recognise thenon-linearity of the average age trend induces a bias in the es-
timate. Overall, the age trends that best suit themodel are the logarithmic and the quadratic
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ones. Thewide use of the latter in the literature motivatedmy choice to use it as the control
for the cognitive ageing process.

2.6 Heterogeneity across subsamples

The empirical results of the previous sections lead me to adopt the approach consisting in a
model that includes a quadratic polynomial of age and two endogenous regressors, which
allow to control for the delayed effect of retirement on cognition. The estimation results
support the hypothesis that retirement, conditional on the non-linear age profile, has a sig-
nificant positive causal effect on cognitive functioning. Nonetheless, this effect might be
heterogenous across group of individuals. This section explores this question.

Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 (pp. 10-11) show large differences in memory score across
groups. However, these differences lie in the level of the score. To investigate the potential
heterogeneity of the retirement effect across individuals, I fit the model described above
separately with different subsamples of the population. I use the sources of heterogeneity
described in section 1.2, namely, gender, education and region. The estimates of the coeffi-
cient of main interest, retired at least one year, when using only a part of the population to
run the regression, are reported in table 2.5.

Table 2.5
Heterogeneity across subsamples of the population

Coefficient SE p-Value

Level of education
Low and medium 0.381** 0.192 0.047
High 0.737** 0.337 0.029

Gender
Men 0.063 0.163 0.699
Women 0.806** 0.353 0.022

Macro region
Southern Europe 0.724 0.708 0.307
Former Eastern bloc 0.345 0.351 0.326
Nordic countries 0.971** 0.498 0.049
Western Europe † 0.448*** 0.171 0.009

- Belgium -0.630** 0.308 0.041

Notes: FE-2SLS estimation of the model with two regressors, ran separately on subsamples of the popula-
tion. Coefficient of retired for at least one year. SE : 2-way cluster-robust standard errors.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
† Western Europe does not include Belgium, which is estimated separately, due to its peculiar results.
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Education

First, when splitting up the sample between lower and higher educated individuals, I find a
clear education gradient. Retirement has a significant positive effect on both groups but the
magnitude for individuals that completed an education programme of tertiary education
(i.e. postsecondary education) is double the one of other respondents, with low ormedium
level of education attainment. This difference could be the result of reasonable yet simplistic
hypotheses. For instance, Bingöl et al. (2016) note that higher educated individuals might
have a stronger preference for more cognitive stimulating activities. The change of lifestyle
entailed by retirement – for example, more free time – would then lead these individuals
to engage in more cognitive repair activities and to get involved to a larger extent in social
activities. Also, one could consider that the pre-retirement occupations of higher educated
people could be more prone to stress that those of lower educated individuals. Leaving
a higher-pressure career would ultimately be likely to induce a stronger positive effect of
retirement on psychological health, and thus, a larger effect onmemory score. Nonetheless,
those perspectives remain hypothesis that are open to investigation.

Gender

Further, I run the estimations separately formen andwomen. While the effect of retirement
is not significant for men, the effect on women is very significant and its coefficient is larger
than those found before. Additionally, when discriminating women according to their level
of education, I still find positive and highly significant effects. Congruently with the results
highlighted before, retirement has a larger effect on cognition on higher educated women.
Again, those heterogenous reactions to the lifestyle changes triggered by retirement would
need further analysis. These results highlight the crucial role of the gender selection process
detailed in section 1.1.

Region

Finally, I fit separate models for Southern, Northern, Eastern and Western European coun-
tries, and thereby, test if the associationbetween retirement and cognitivedecline ismarkedly
different in these heterogenous contexts. No significant effects are found for Southern Eu-
rope and former Eastern bloc countries2.

However, I find significant positive effects for the Nordic countries. The effect of re-
tirement on cognition is much larger than in the global average, reaching a coefficient cor-
responding to an increase caused by retirement of almost one word in memory score. The
estimates forDenmark and Sweden evaluated separately are statistically significant and con-
firm this result.

2In this section, I estimated the model with two regressors across subsamples of the population. Table
2.5 displays the corresponding results. However, as a robustness check, I ran the subsample regressions on the
model with one regressor. While all the results approximately coincide, only those of Southern Europe and
former Eastern bloc countries widely differ between the two models. I thus conclude that no trend can be
identified from these non significant estimates.
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Then, the table shows that the estimates for Western European countries are precisely
estimated and in linewith the overall results found in previous sections. Nonetheless,West-
ernEurope does not includeBelgium,which is estimated separately. Indeed, when analysing
countries of this group separately, I found that they all share a similar trend that is reflected
in the Western Europe estimation. In contrast, the effect of retirement on Belgian respon-
dents, when estimated alone, is negative and statistically significant. While this study does
not aim to explain the wide variety of schemes and the plurality of contexts among regions
and countries, the estimation results lead to believe that they are largely influenced by the
national environment and history of the different regions of Europe.





Policy discussion and conclusion

In this thesis, I estimate the causal effect of retirement on cognitive abilities using data
from 13 European countries. I exploit the panel dimension of SHARE to control for time-
invariant individual heterogeneity that can affect both the retirement decision and the cog-
nitive abilities. Additionally, I use legal retirement ages as instrumental variables to control
for the endogeneity of the retirement decision. The approach is thus unlikely to suffer from
reverse causality or self-selection issues.

My results suggest a significant positive effect of retirement on cognitive functioning.
Retirement is found to be favorable to episodic memory, measured by word recall. While
retirement could, prima facie, be supposed to have a positive effect resulting from the so-
called honeymoonphase, I show that the estimated effect remains positivewhen controlling
for this short-term upturn, by introducing a one-year delay in the model. Further, I explore
different sources of heterogeneity among the sample and show that retirement does not
affect everyone to the same extent.

Thosefindingshave important implications in a context of an ageingpopulation. Driven
by low fertility rates and increasing life expectancy, population ageing has been one of the
main driving forces behind the wave of pension reforms in recent years (OECD, 2017). As
a matter of fact, Eurostat (2018) projects the old age dependency ratio to increase from 32
in 2020 to 50 in 2050, in average, for the countries analysed in this study (except Switzer-
land). This means that for every person aged 65 and over, only 2 persons will be of working
age in 2050 (figure A.2 displays the evolution up to 2080 of this indicator by region). This
sharp increase in the old age dependency ratio is expected to place additional burdens on
the working age population to finance pensions and health care for older people. As a re-
sult, many countries have increased or plan to increase their pension benefitwithdrawal ages
(OECD, 2017).

The results of this analysis suggest that increasing the legal age of retirement has detri-
mental effects on cognition. Given that memory decline is associated with a higher proba-
bility of developingmental diseases and cognitive impairment, the recent reformsmay pro-
duce negative health externalities and additional expenditures related to long-term care.

While these findings are significant and provide new insights to the question at stake,
further research is needed to characterise the mechanisms driving the heterogeneity found
in the impact of retirement on cognitive functioning.
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APPENDIX A
Additional tables and figures

Table A.1
Gender distribution by country in original sample (in %)

Men Women Diff.

Austria 42.3 57.7 15.4
Germany 47.0 53.0 6
Sweden 46.2 53.8 7.6
Spain 44.8 55.2 10.4
Italy 44.9 55.1 10.2
France 42.3 57.7 15.4
Denmark 45.6 54.4 8.8
Switzerland 44.8 55.2 10.4
Belgium 44.2 55.8 11.6
Czech Republic 41.0 59.0 18
Slovenia 42.1 57.9 15.8
Estonia 39.5 60.5 21
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Table A.2
Estimations of the effect of retirement on cognition

Fixed Effects 2SLS–FE

1st stage 2nd stage

Endogenous regressor:
Retired 0.090 – 0.419∗∗

[0.061] [0.191]

Instrumental variables:
Above early retirement age – 0.142∗∗∗ –

[0.024]

Above statutory retirement age – 0.196∗∗∗ –
[0.018]

Age polynomial:
Age 0.545∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.514∗∗∗

[0.068] [0.006] [0.048]

Age2/10 -0.421∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗∗ -0.406∗∗∗

[0.052] [0.004] [0.035]

Control variables:
Already interviewed before 0.226∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗

[0.032] [0.006] [0.021]

Living with spouse/partner -0.059 0.025∗∗∗ -0.068
[0.085] [0.007] [0.065]

Number of observations 65120 65120 65120
Number of individuals 25031 25031

Under-identification 2.815
p-Value 0.245

Weak identification 103.9

Over-identification 0.465
p-Value 0.495

This table is the complete version of table 2.1 (page 21). Refer to section 2.2 for interpretation.
Robust standard errors are reported between brackets. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A.3
Estimations of the delayed effect of retirement on cognition

Fixed Effects 2SLS–FE

1st stage 2nd stage

Endogenous regressor:
Retired for at least one year 0.094∗ – 0.406∗∗

[0.056] [0.172]

Instrumental variables:
Above early retirement age +1 – 0.159∗∗∗ –

[0.025]

Above statutory retirement age +1 – 0.236∗∗∗ –
[0.013]

Age polynomial:
Age 0.547∗∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ 0.528∗∗∗

[0.068] [0.004] [0.045]

Age2/10 -0.423∗∗∗ -0.005 -0.418∗∗∗

[0.052] [0.003] [0.033]

Control variables:
Already interviewed before 0.225∗∗∗ -0.001 0.227∗∗∗

[0.032] [0.007] [0.021]

Living with spouse/partner -0.058 0.011∗ -0.062
[0.085] [0.006] [0.064]

Number of observations 65120 65120 65120
Number of individuals 25031 25031

Under-identification 2.883
p-Value 0.237

Weak identification 267.3

Over-identification 1.368
p-Value 0.242

This table is the complete version of table 2.2 (page 23). Refer to section 2.4 for interpretation.
Robust standard errors are reported between brackets. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A.4
Estimation of the immediate and delayed effects of retirement on cognition

1st stage 2nd stage

less than 1y at least 1y

Endogenous regressor:
Retired for less than one year – – 0.220

[0.226]
Retired for at least one year – – 0.450∗∗

[0.204]
Above early retirement age +1 0.040∗∗∗ 0.172∗∗∗ –

[0.009] [0.021]
Above statutory retirement age +1 -0.057∗∗∗ 0.258∗∗∗ –

[0.006] [0.013]
Exactly on early retirement age 0.041∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗ –

[0.014] [0.009]
Exactly on statutory retirement age 0.135∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ –

[0.011] [0.007]

Age polynomial:
Age 0.032∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.513∗∗∗

[0.005] [0.004] [0.050]
Age2/10 -0.027∗∗∗ 0.001 -0.407∗∗∗

[0.003] [0.003] [0.036]

Control variables:
Already interviewed before -0.011∗∗∗ -0.000 0.231∗∗∗

[0.003] [0.007] [0.021]
Living with spouse/partner 0.007 0.010∗ -0.064

[0.007] [0.006] [0.065]

Number of observations 65120 65120 65120
Number of individuals 25031 25031 25031

Under-identification 2.978
p-Value 0.395

Weak identification 86.9

Over-identification 1.575
p-Value 0.455

This table is the complete version of table 2.3 (page 25). Refer to section 2.4 for interpretation.
Robust standard errors are reported between brackets. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure A.1
Memory score averages by gender and country
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Figure A.2
Old age dependency ratio projections - Population 65 and over to population 15 to 64
years
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Notes: The indicator is the ratio between the projected number of persons aged 65 and over (age when they are
generally economically inactive) and the projected number of persons aged between 15 and 64. The value is
expressed per 100 persons of working age (15-64). Region averages represent simple means of each country of
the region used in this study (except Switzerland). Source: Eurostat (2018) [tps00200]



APPENDIX B
Retirement eligibility ages in Europe

The initial sources of information about early and normal retirement eligibility criteria are
Gruber and Wise, 2000; Gruber, Milligan, and Wise, 2009 and Wise, 2012. Celidoni,
Dal Bianco, and Weber, 2017 have compiled other country specific auxiliary data of which
sources are reported below. Further updates are mainly from OECD and Mutual Informa-
tion System on Social Protection (MISSOC).

Imputation to the individuals from the sample is made differentiating for countries,
gender and cohort, when not excessively cumbersome. However, given the lack of reliable
information concerning the contribution years, this criteria has been ignored. Methodolog-
ical details can be consulted in the STATA code, in appendix C.

Austria Source : Angelini, Brugiavini, andWeber, 2009 andMISSOC

Statutory age From 1961 onwards, 65 for men and 60 for women.

Early age From 1961 to 2001, 60 for men and 55 for women. From 2002 to 2004, 61 for
men and 56 for women. From 2005 onwards, 62 for men and women.

Belgium Source : Jousten, Lefèbvre, Perelman, and Pestieau, 2010, Angelini et al., 2009

Statutory age 65 for men. For women 60 until 1996, 61 from 1997 to 1999, 62 from
2000 to 2002, 63 from 2003 to 2005, 64 from 2006 to 2008, 65 from 2009.

Early age From 1961 to 1966, no retirement age. From 1967 to 1986, 60 for men and
55 for women. From 1987 to 1997, 60 for men and 60 for women. From 1998 to 2007, 60
conditional to years of contributions both for men and women. Then, for both men and
women, in 2013, 60,5 and 38 years of contributions, in 2014, 61 and 39 years of contribu-
tions and in 2015, 61.5 and 40 years of contributions.
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Czech Republic Source : SSA andMISSOC

Statutory age For men born before 1936, 60. For women born before 1936, 57 if no
children, 56 if one child, 55 if two children, 54 if three or four children and 53 if five or
more children. For people born between 1936 and 1977, the retirement age threshold rises
steadily but differs for every category. I thus take the current age, 63 for men and 62 for
women.
Early age 60 and 33 years of contribution for men. 59 and 33 years of contribution for
women.

Denmark Source : Angelini et al., 2009

Statutory age From 1961 to 2003, 67 both for men and women. From 2004 to 2019, 65
both for men and women.
Early age From 1961 to 1975, no early retirement. From 1976 to 1978, 60 for both men
and women. From 1979 onwards, 60 with 25 years out of the last 30 years of contributions.

Estonia Source : SSA

Statutory age Age 63 with at least 15 years of contributions
Early age Age 60 with at least 15 years of contributions

France Source : Angelini et al., 2009, Hamblin, 2013

Statutory age Until 1982, 65 both for men and women. From 1983 to 2010, 60 both for
men and women. From 2011, 60 for those born until 1952, 61 if born in 1953 or 1954 and
62 for those born since 1955.
Early age No early retirement until 1963. 60 from 1963 to 1980. 57 from 1981 onwards.

Germany Source : Angelini et al., 2009 and Boersch-Supan and Jürges, 2011

Statutory age 65 both for men and women until 2012. Then gradually rising by one
month a year until 2024 and by two months a year until reaching age 67 in 2029.
Early age Formen, no early retirement until 1972, 60with 15 years of contributions from
1973 until 2003, 63 from 2004 onwards. For women, no early retirement in 1961, 60 with
15 years of contributions from 1962 until 2003, 62 from 2004 until 2005, 63 from 2006.

Italy Source : Celidoni et al., 2017

Statutory age from 1961 to 1993, 60 (65 in the public sector) for men and 55 (60 in the
public sector) for women; in 1994, 61 for men and 56 for women; in 1995, 61.5 for men
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and 56.5 for women; in 1996, 62 for men and 57 for women; in 1997, 63 for men and
58 for women; in 1998, 63.5 for men and 58.5 for women; in 1999, 64 for men and 59 for
women; from2000 to 2011, 65 formen and 60 forwomen (both private and public sector).
In 2013, 65 years and 1 month, then rising by a month every year.
Early age from 1965 to 1995, early retirement was possible at any age with 35 years of
contributions (25 in the public sector) for bothmen andwomen; from1996 it was stepwise
increased up to 57 for both the private and public sector. It is 63 in 2017.

Slovenia Source : MISSOC and OECD

Statutory age Until 2013, for women, 63 with 15 years of contributions and for men, 65
with 15 years of contributions. Then, 65 for both men and women.
Early age For women, 61 with 20 years of contributions and 58 after 38 years of contri-
butions. For men, 63 with 20 years of contributions and 58 after 40 years of contributions.

Spain Source : Angelini et al., 2009

Statutory age 65 both for men and women.
Early age 64 until 1982, 60 from1983 to 1993, 61 from1994 onwards, for bothmen and
women. From 2002 for both men and women 61 with 30 years of contributions.

Sweden Source : Mazzonna and Peracchi, 2014

Statutory age 67 for both men and women until 1994, 65 from 1995 onward.
Early age No early retirement until 1962, 60 from 1963 to 1997, 61 from 1998 onwards.

Switzerland Source : Dorn and Sousa-Poza, 2003 and Angelini et al., 2009

Statutory age 65 for men. For women 63 until 1963, 62 from 1964 until 2000, 63 from
2001 to 2004, 64 from 2005.
Early age No early retirement until 1996 for men and until 2000 for women. Then, 64
for men from 1997 until 2000 and 63 from 2001, for women 62 from 2001.
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Additional references for retirement ages
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APPENDIX C
Stata code

This Stata program:

— extracts the data from SHARE modules and merges it to easySHARE database,

— selects the population and cleans the data,

— generates the variables and information used in the study,

— creates tables and graphs,

— runs the regressions and outputs their results.

The source of the data is the SHARE Project, release 6.0.0.
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/******************************************************************************¬1
               ¬2
This code is related to the master thesis:¬3
        ¬4
                     RETIREMENT AND COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING:                     ¬5
                            A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS       ¬6
¬7
This Stata program:¬8
¬9
    - Extracts the data from SHARE modules and merges it to easySHARE database¬10
    - Selects the population and cleans the data¬11
    - Generates the variables and information used in the study¬12
    - Creates tables and graphs¬13
    - Runs the regressions and outputs their results¬14
¬15
The source of the data is the SHARE Project, release 6.0.0¬16
see http://www.share-project.org¬17
¬18
¬19
Author:  Martin Habets¬20
Date:  June 2018¬21
¬22

¬23
******************************************************************************/¬24
¬25
¬26
*----[ O v e r v i e w   o f   C o n t e n t s ]--------------------------line-¬27
¬28
*----[ 0. Stata Version & Settings]--------------------------------------- 75 -¬29
*----[ 1. Define paths and open log file]--------------------------------- 86 -¬30
¬31
*----[ 2. Select easySHARE data]------------------------------------------ 120-¬32
*----[ 3. Extract variables from different modules]----------------------- 138-¬33
*----[ 4. Merge modules per wave]----------------------------------------- 194-¬34
*----[ 5. Append waves to form a panel (long format)]--------------------- 213-¬35
*----[ 6. Merge easySHARE and modules data]------------------------------- 228-¬36
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¬70
******************************************************************************/¬71
¬72
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬73
¬74
*----[ 0. Stata Version & Settings]--------------------------------------------¬75
¬76
version 14.1¬77
clear               ¬78
clear matrix        ¬79
set more off       ¬80
¬81
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬82
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬83
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬84
¬85
*----[ 1. Define paths and open log file]--------------------------------------¬86
¬87
*>> Define location of data and working directory ¬88
¬89
    global SHARE_data "/Users/Martin/Documents/SHARE_data/" ¬90
    global easy "/Users/Martin/Documents/SHARE_data/easySHARE_rel6-0-0.dta"¬91
    global wd "/Users/`c(username)'/Dropbox/University/THESIS/SHARE/STATA"¬92
*>> Define hierarchy of subfolders within the working directory ¬93
¬94

global modules "$wd/modules"¬95
global temp "$wd/temp"¬96

*>> Generate data folders within the pre-existing working directory: ¬97
¬98
    cd $wd                          // change to directory stored above ¬99
    capture mkdir "log"             // log  folder¬100
    capture mkdir "modules"         // modules folder¬101
    capture mkdir "temp"            // to store temporary data versions¬102
    capture mkdir "graphs"          // graphs folder¬103
    capture mkdir "tables"          // tables folder¬104
*>> Name and open a log file and store in the log directory¬105
¬106
    capture log close                   ¬107
    local h =  substr("`c(current_time)'",1,2) // These commands¬108
    local m =  substr("`c(current_time)'",4,2) // are only to ¬109
    local s =  substr("`c(current_time)'",7,2) // automatically ¬110
    local d = "`c(current_date)'"              // generate the ¬111
    local u = "`c(username)'"                  // name of the log file ¬112
¬113
    log using "$wd/log/LOG_`u'__`d'_`h'-`m'-`s'.log", replace¬114
¬115
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬116
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬117
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬118
¬119
*----[ 2. Select easySHARE data]-----------------------------------------------¬120
¬121
*>> Keep only used variables¬122
¬123
use $easy, clear¬124

¬125
drop if wave==3¬126
¬127
keep mergeid hhid wave wavepart int_year int_month country ///¬128

 female dn002_mod dn003_mod age isced1997_r partnerinhh ///¬129
 recall_1 recall_2 orienti numeracy_1 numeracy_2 ///¬130
 ep005_ eurod ch007_km¬131

save $temp/easyclean, replace¬132
¬133
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬134
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬135
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬136
¬137
*----[ 3. Extract variables from different modules]----------------------------¬138
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¬139
*>> module CV_R:¬140
¬141
foreach i in 1 2 4 5 6 {¬142
¬143

use "$SHARE_data/sharew`i'_cv_r.dta", clear¬144
¬145

gen wave=`i'¬146
drop if age_int=="Not applicable":age¬147
//drops people that were not interviewed but only helped¬148
rename yrbirth birth_year¬149
keep mergeid wave firstwave birth_year mobirth¬150

¬151
save $modules/cv_r_w`i', replace¬152

}¬153
*>> module EP:¬154
¬155
foreach i in 1 2 4 5 6 {¬156
¬157

use "$SHARE_data/sharew`i'_ep.dta", clear¬158
¬159

isvar ep006 ep049 ep050 ep210 ep328 ep329 ep649¬160
keep mergeid `r(varlist)'¬161
ds¬162
capture rename ep649 ep049¬163
tab ep049, m¬164

¬165
save $modules/ep_w`i'.dta, replace¬166

}¬167
*>> module CF:¬168
¬169
foreach i in 1 2 4 5 6 {¬170
¬171

use "$SHARE_data/sharew`i'_cf.dta", clear¬172
¬173

keep mergeid cf018d1 cf010_¬174
¬175

save $modules/cf_w`i'.dta, replace¬176
}¬177
*>> module IV:¬178
¬179
foreach i in 1 2 4 5 6 {¬180
¬181

use "$SHARE_data/sharew`i'_iv.dta", clear¬182
¬183

keep mergeid iv002d1 iv003_¬184
¬185

save $modules/iv_w`i'.dta, replace¬186
}¬187
*>> module gv_weights:¬188
¬189
¬190
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬191
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬192
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬193
¬194
*----[ 4. Merge modules per wave]---------------------------------------------¬195

¬196
*>> We use the CV_R modules as master and then merge the other modules.¬197
¬198
foreach i in 1 2 4 5 6 {¬199
¬200

use $modules/cv_r_w`i', clear¬201
¬202

merge 1:1 mergeid using $modules/ep_w`i', assert(3) nogen¬203
merge 1:1 mergeid using $modules/cf_w`i', assert(3) nogen¬204
merge 1:1 mergeid using $modules/iv_w`i', assert(3) nogen¬205
¬206

save $temp/wave`i'_merged, replace¬207
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}¬208
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬209
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬210
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬211
¬212
*----[ 5. Append waves to form a panel (long format)]--------------------------¬213

¬214
*>> Append single wave files to one long file:¬215
¬216
    use       $temp/wave1_merged.dta, clear¬217
    app using $temp/wave2_merged.dta¬218
    app using $temp/wave4_merged.dta¬219
    app using $temp/wave5_merged.dta¬220
    app using $temp/wave6_merged.dta¬221
    save $temp/imported_all, replace ¬222
¬223
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬224
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬225
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬226
¬227
*----[ 6. Merge easySHARE and modules data]------------------------------------¬228
¬229
*>> Merge 1:1¬230

use $temp/easyclean, clear¬231
summ¬232
merge 1:1 mergeid wave using $temp/imported_all, assert(3) nogen¬233
summ¬234

¬235
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬236
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬237
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬238
¬239
*----[ 7. Modification of the wave participation pattern]----------------------¬240

¬241
*>> Modify to keep into account only waves 4, 5 and 6¬242
¬243
    clonevar origwavepart = wavepart ¬244

tostring wavepart, replace¬245
replace wavepart = subinstr(wavepart, "1", "",.) ¬246
replace wavepart = subinstr(wavepart, "2", "",.) ¬247
replace wavepart = subinstr(wavepart, "3", "",.) ¬248
destring wavepart, replace¬249
la var wavepart "Wave participation pattern for waves 4,5 and 6 only"¬250

¬251
    clonevar origfirstwave = firstwave ¬252

replace firstwave=4¬253
replace firstwave=5 if wavepart==5 | wavepart==56¬254
replace firstwave=6 if wavepart==6¬255

¬256
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬257
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬258
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬259
¬260
*----[ 8. Recode, format and label variables]----------------------------------¬261
¬262
*>> Recode and format variables¬263
* partnerinhh¬264
¬265

recode partnerinhh (1 = 1) (3 = 0)¬266
¬267
* retest effect¬268
¬269
    mark retest if firstwave>origfirstwave¬270
    replace retest=1 if wave!=firstwave¬271
    la var retest "Already interviewed before"¬272
¬273
* age functional forms¬274
¬275
    gen agesq = ((age)/10)^2¬276
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    la var agesq "Age$^2/10$"¬277
    gen agethree = ((age)/10)^3¬278
    la var agethree "Age$^3/100$"¬279
    gen agefour = ((age)/10)^4¬280
    la var agefour "Age$^4/1000$"¬281

¬282
gen ageround = round(age)¬283
la var ageround "Age round"¬284

¬285
* ch007_km¬286
¬287

recode ch007_km (1 = 1) (-9 5 = 0)¬288
¬289
*>> birth_month¬290
*   same procedure as for ret_month¬291
    egen birth_month = mode(mobirth), by(mergeid) maxmode¬292
    drop mobirth¬293
    replace birth_month=dn002_mod if birth_month==.¬294
¬295
*>> ret_year¬296
    egen ret_year = mode(ep329), by(mergeid) maxmode¬297
¬298
*>> ret_month¬299
*   Generate new month of birth variable, taking the mode of all info¬300
*   I do not set the self-report to missing if it deviates between ¬301
*   waves, instead I take the minimum modus answer¬302
    egen ret_month = mode(ep328), by(mergeid) minmode¬303
    drop ep328*¬304
    ¬305
¬306
*>> Labels¬307
    la val birth_month month3¬308
    la val ret_month month3¬309
    la var age "Age"¬310
    la var ch007_km "A child lives less than 1km away"¬311
¬312
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬313
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬314
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬315
¬316
*----[ 9. Save the main database]----------------------------------------------¬317
¬318
*>> Create complete_long¬319

sort  mergeid wave¬320
order mergeid wave firstwave wavepart¬321
save temp/complete_long, replace¬322

¬323
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬324
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬325
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬326
¬327
*----[10. Select information collected in wave 4, 5 and 6 only]----------------¬328
¬329
*>> Create selected_long¬330
    keep if wave==4 | wave==5 | wave==6¬331
    save temp/selected_long, replace¬332
¬333
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬334
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬335
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬336
¬337
*----[11. Reshape the panel to wide]-------------------------------------------¬338

¬339
*>> Reshape from long to wide¬340
¬341
reshape wide ///¬342

hhid int_year int_month age*         ///¬343
isced1997_r partnerinhh ///¬344
recall_1 recall_2 orienti numeracy_1 numeracy_2 ///¬345
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ep* cf* iv* eurod retest ch007_km             ///¬346
, i(mergeid) j(wave)¬347
¬348

order mergeid wave firstwave wavepart ///¬349
country female birth_* age* int_* ///¬350
dn002_mod dn003_mod ///¬351
isced1997_r* partnerinhh* ///¬352
recall_1* recall_2* orienti* numeracy_1* numeracy_2* ///¬353
ep005_* ep049_* ep329_* ep* ///¬354
cf018* iv* eurod* ch007_km*¬355

¬356
tab wavepart firstwave ¬357

¬358
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬359
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬360
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬361

¬362
*----[12. Select the population]-----------------------------------------------¬363
¬364
* We have 62,388 respondents.¬365
* In the study, we restrict the sample according to some criterias.¬366
¬367
*>> Country participated in all three waves¬368
* http://www.share-project.org/data-documentation/waves-overview.html¬369
¬370

tab country, p m¬371
drop if   country == "14. Netherlands":country ///¬372

| country == "19. Greece":country ///¬373
| country == "25. Israel":country ///¬374
| country == "29. Poland":country ///¬375
| country == "31. Luxembourg":country ///¬376
| country == "32. Hungary":country ///¬377
| country == "33. Portugal":country ///¬378
| country == "47. Croatia":country ¬379

¬380
*>> Individual participated to at least two of the waves 4, 5 and 6¬381
¬382

drop if wavepart==4 | wavepart==5 | wavepart==6¬383
tab wavepart¬384

¬385
¬386
*>> Individual participated in wave 6¬387

¬388
drop if wavepart==45¬389
tab wavepart¬390

¬391
¬392
*>> Individual is at least 50 at first itw and less than 75 at last itw¬393
¬394

drop if age4<50 & firstwave==4¬395
drop if age5<50 & firstwave==5¬396
drop if age6>=76¬397
tab ageround6¬398

¬399
// At this point, 34,597 individuals are included the sample.¬400
¬401
*>> Employment status¬402
* We drop individuals who are neither retired nor employed/self-employed¬403
// or who do not provide information about their employment status.¬404
¬405

foreach i in 4 5 6 {¬406
tab ep005_`i', m¬407
drop if  ep005_`i'==-15 /// // No information¬408

|ep005_`i'==-12 /// // Don't know / Refusal¬409
|ep005_`i'== 3 /// // Unemployed¬410
|ep005_`i'== 4 /// // Permanently sick or disabled¬411
|ep005_`i'== 5 /// // Homemaker¬412
|ep005_`i'== 97 // Other¬413

tab ep005_`i', m¬414
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}¬415
// we drop 3,925 + 2,767 + 1,271 observations ¬416
¬417
¬418

* We exclude individuals who return to the labor force after being retired¬419
¬420

tab ep005_4 ep005_5¬421
drop if ep005_4==1 & ep005_5==2¬422
//we drop 134 obs¬423
¬424
tab ep005_5 ep005_6¬425
drop if ep005_5==1 & ep005_6==2¬426
//we drop 215 obs¬427

¬428
tab ep005_4 ep005_6¬429
drop if ep005_4==1 & ep005_6==2¬430
//we drop 12 obs¬431

¬432
*>> Availability of cognitive tests¬433
¬434

foreach k in 1 2 {¬435
foreach i in 4 5 6 {¬436

tab recall_`k'`i'¬437
drop if recall_`k'`i'==-15¬438

}¬439
}¬440
//we drop 176 + 340 + 457 + 4 + 21 + 11¬441

¬442
¬443
// At this point, 25,264 individuals are included the sample.¬444
¬445
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬446
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬447
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬448
¬449
*----[13. Retirement-related variables and selection]--------------------------¬450
¬451
*>> Employment status¬452

¬453
gen  es_fromWtoR_4=.¬454
mark es_fromWtoR_5 if ep005_4==2 & ep005_5==1 ¬455
mark es_fromWtoR_6 if ep005_5==2 & ep005_6==1¬456
replace es_fromWtoR_6=1 if ep005_4==2 & ep005_6==1 & wavepart==46¬457

¬458
    gen  es_fromWtoR_overall = es_fromWtoR_5 + es_fromWtoR_6¬459
    la var es_fromWtoR_overall "Transited during the sample period"¬460
¬461

foreach i in 4 5 6 {¬462
    recode ep005_`i' (1=1) (2=0), gen(es_retired_`i')¬463
    recode ep005_`i' (1=0) (2=1), gen(es_working_`i')¬464
    la var es_retired_`i' "Retired"¬465
}¬466

¬467
gen es_evol = 1¬468
// "everyone" retired¬469
replace es_evol = 2 if ep005_6==2¬470
// if working in 6, they could only be working before (selection)¬471
replace es_evol = 3 if es_fromWtoR_overall==1¬472
la var es_evol "Employment status evolution over waves 4, 5 and 6"¬473

    lab def es_evol 1 "Retired" 2 "Working" 3 "From Working to Retired"¬474
    lab val es_evol es_evol¬475
    mark es_evol_retired if es_evol==1¬476
    mark es_evol_working if es_evol==2¬477
    mark es_evol_fromwtor if es_evol==3¬478

¬479
¬480
*>> Retirement age¬481
¬482
* I generate new retirement year variable from¬483
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*   variable ep050 : Year last job ended¬484
*   variable ep329 : Retirement year¬485
¬486
*   check for consistency across waves¬487
    mark check1 if ep329_6!=ep329_5 & ep329_6!=. & ep329_5!=.¬488
    mark check2 if ep329_6!=ep329_4 & ep329_6!=. & ep329_4!=.¬489
    mark check3 if ep329_5!=ep329_4 & ep329_5!=. & ep329_4!=.¬490
    mark check if check1==1 | check2==1 | check3==1¬491
    ¬492
    tab check   //almost 35pc are inconsistent across waves¬493
    drop check*¬494
¬495
*   retirement year¬496
    tab ret_year if es_evol!=2, m¬497
¬498
* I drop individuals for whom we do not know the retirement year¬499

drop if ret_year==. & es_evol!=2¬500
//we drop 859 observations¬501
¬502

¬503
* I compute the age of retirement. For the respondents with available year ¬504
* pf ret but missing month of birth, I assume they are retired in June¬505
¬506

tab ret_month if ret_year!=. , m¬507
¬508

gen     ret_age= ( (ret_year * 12 + ret_month) -               ///¬509
                (birth_year * 12 + birth_month) ) / 12 if ret_month!= .¬510
                                                        ¬511
replace ret_age = ( (ret_year * 12 +     6   ) -               ///¬512
                (birth_year * 12 + birth_month) ) / 12 if ret_month==.¬513
¬514
gen ret_age_round=round(ret_age)¬515
¬516
drop if ret_age<45¬517
//we drop 573 obs¬518
¬519

¬520
*>> ret_length¬521
¬522
    tab ret_year  if es_evol!=2, m¬523
    tab ret_month if es_evol!=2, m¬524
¬525
    foreach i in 4 5 6 {¬526

gen     ret_length`i'= ((int_year`i'* 12 + int_month`i') -              ///¬527
                        (ret_year   * 12 + ret_month)) /12 if ret_month!= .¬528
                                                        ¬529
replace ret_length`i'= ((int_year`i'* 12 + int_month`i') -           ///¬530
                       (ret_year    * 12 +     6    )) /12 if ret_month== .¬531

    }¬532
    ¬533
    replace ret_length4=. if ret_length4<0¬534
    replace ret_length5=. if ret_length5<0¬535
    replace ret_length6=0 if ret_length6<0¬536
    //if the respondent retired after the interview date, it is set to missing¬537
    //for wave 6, due to imprecisions from missing ret_month, it is set to 0¬538
¬539
¬540
// Final sample includes 25,031 individuals¬541

¬542
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬543
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬544
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬545
¬546
*----[14. Treat additional invariant variables]--------------------------------¬547

¬548
*>> low cognition¬549
* dummy that takes the value one if the baseline memory score is lower than¬550
* the median value by wave, country and gender¬551
¬552
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*   memory_score¬553
¬554

foreach i in 4 5 6 {¬555
gen mem_sc_`i' = recall_1`i' + recall_2`i'¬556
tab mem_sc_`i'¬557
la var mem_sc_`i' "Memory score total (/20)"¬558

}¬559
¬560

statsby mediancog=r(p50), ///¬561
by(country female firstwave)  sa(temp/mediancog, replace) : ///¬562

summ mem_sc_4 mem_sc_5, detail¬563
¬564

merge m:1 country female firstwave using temp/mediancog, nogen¬565
la var mediancog "Median value of baseline mem_sc by country and gender"¬566
sort mergeid¬567
order mediancog, b(mem_sc_4)¬568
¬569
gen lowcog=0¬570
replace lowcog=1 if mem_sc_4<mediancog & firstwave==4¬571
replace lowcog=1 if mem_sc_5<mediancog & firstwave==5¬572
la var lowcog "baseline mem_sc lower than median by country and gender"¬573

*   la val lowcog dummi¬574
¬575

order lowcog*, a(mediancog)¬576
¬577
*>> less repetitions¬578
* identifies individuals who performed the test only twice because¬579
* they enter the sample in wave 5¬580
* or they were interviewed in wave 4 and wave 6 but not in wave 5¬581
¬582

mark lessrepet if wavepart!=456¬583
¬584
¬585
*>> educ¬586
¬587

clonevar educ = isced1997_r6 // r6 has no missing and is most up to date¬588
drop isced1997*¬589
la var educ "Education of respondent in ISCED-97 Coding"  ¬590
mark highschool if educ==3 | educ==4¬591
mark college if educ==5 | educ==6¬592

¬593
*>> degree¬594
    gen degree=educ¬595

recode degree (-15 -12 95 96 97 = .) (0 1 2 = 0) (3 4 = 1) (5 6 = 2)¬596
la var degree "Highest degree obtained based on ISCED"¬597
la def degree 0 "0. Low education" 1 "1. Medium education" 2 "2. High 598

education"¬…
la val degree degree¬599

¬600
*>> regions¬601
¬602

gen region=country¬603
// macro regions¬604
// 1. Nordic group = Denmark Sweden ¬605
// 2. Western European group = Austria Belgium France Germany Switzerland¬606
// 3. Southern European group = Italy Spain¬607
// 4. former Eastern bloc cluster =  Czech_Republic Slovenia Estonia¬608
¬609
recode region (13 18 = 1) (11 12 17 20 23 = 2) (15 16 = 3) ( 28 34 35 = 4)¬610
la def region 1 "1. Nordic group"  2 "2. Western Europe" ///¬611

  3 "3. Southern Europe" 4 "4. Former Eastern bloc"¬612
la val region region ¬613
¬614

¬615
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬616
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬617
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬618
¬619
*----[15. Reshape database from wide to long]----------------------------------¬620
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¬621
*>> Reshape final_wide to and save final_long ¬622
save final_wide, replace¬623
¬624

unab vars : *4¬625
local stubs : subinstr local vars "4" "", all¬626
reshape long `stubs' , i(mergeid) j(wave)¬627
¬628
drop if int_year==. //drop artificially created observations¬629

¬630
    encode mergeid, gen(id)¬631
    encode hhid, gen(hholdid)¬632
    ¬633
    xtset id wave¬634
    ¬635
¬636
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬637
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬638
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬639
¬640
*----[16. Generate the endogenous regressors]----------------------------------¬641
¬642
*>> Retired¬643
¬644
    tab es_retired_ ¬645
    lab var es_retired_ Retired¬646
    ¬647
¬648
*>> Retired at least one year¬649
¬650
    mark es_ret_1year if ret_length>=1 // & es_retired==1¬651
    replace es_ret_1year=0 if ret_length==. ¬652
    la var es_ret_1year "Retired for at least one year"¬653
    ¬654
¬655
*>> Retired less than one year¬656
¬657
    mark es_ret_less1y if ret_length<=1 //es_ret_1year+es_retired==1¬658
    la var es_ret_less1y "Retired for less than one year"¬659
¬660
¬661
*>> Retired at least/less than ... months¬662
¬663
tab ret_length if ret_length<=2¬664
¬665
forval m = 0/24 {¬666
¬667
    mark es_ret_al`m'm if ret_length>=(`m'/12)-0.01¬668
    replace es_ret_al`m'm=0 if ret_length==. ¬669
    la var es_ret_al`m'm "Retired for at least `m' months"¬670
    ¬671
    mark es_ret_lt`m'm if ret_length<=(`m'/12)-0.01¬672
    la var es_ret_lt`m'm "Retired less than `m' months"¬673
    }¬674
    ¬675
¬676
*>> Retirement duration¬677
    ¬678
    gen ret_duration=0¬679
    replace ret_duration = age-ret_age if ret_age < age¬680
¬681
¬682
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬683
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬684
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬685
¬686
*----[17. Integrate legal retirement ages]-------------------------------------¬687
¬688
// Early and statutory retirement ages differ among countries, gender and ¬689
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// cohorts. This section assigns each observation their corresponding tresholds¬690
   ¬691
*>> Generate the variables ret_sr and ret_er ¬692
    gen ret_sr=.¬693
    la var ret_sr "Legal statutory retirement age"¬694
    ¬695
    gen ret_er=.¬696
    la var ret_er "Legal early retirement age"¬697
¬698
¬699
*>> 11. Austria¬700
¬701
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==11 & female==0¬702
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==11 & female==1¬703
¬704
    replace ret_er=60 if country==11 & female==0¬705
    replace ret_er=55 if country==11 & female==1¬706
    replace ret_er=61 if country==11 & ret_year>=2002 & female==0¬707
    replace ret_er=56 if country==11 & ret_year>=2002 & female==1¬708
    replace ret_er=62 if country==11 & ret_year>=2005¬709
*>> 23. Belgium¬710
¬711
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==23 & female==0¬712
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==23 & female==1¬713
    replace ret_sr=61 if country==23 & female==1 & ret_year>=1997¬714
    replace ret_sr=62 if country==23 & female==1 & ret_year>=2000¬715
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==23 & female==1 & ret_year>=2003¬716
    replace ret_sr=64 if country==23 & female==1 & ret_year>=2006¬717
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==23 & female==1 & ret_year>=2009¬718
¬719
    replace ret_er=60 if country==23 & female==0¬720
    replace ret_er=55 if country==23 & female==1¬721
    replace ret_er=60 if country==23 & ret_year>=1987¬722
    replace ret_er=60.5 if country==23 & ret_year>=2013¬723
    replace ret_er=61 if country==23 & ret_year>=2014¬724
    replace ret_er=60.5 if country==23 & ret_year>=2015¬725
*>> 28. Czech Republic¬726
¬727
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==28 & female==0¬728
    replace ret_sr=55 if country==28 & female==1¬729
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==28 & female==0 & birth_year>1936¬730
    replace ret_sr=62 if country==28 & female==1 & birth_year>1936¬731
    ¬732
    replace ret_er=60 if country==28 & female==0 & birth_year>1936¬733
    replace ret_er=59 if country==28 & female==1 & birth_year>1936¬734
*>> 18. Denmark¬735
¬736
    replace ret_sr=67 if country==18 ¬737
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==18 & ret_year>=2004¬738
    ¬739
    replace ret_er=60 if country==18 & ret_year>=1976¬740
    replace ret_er=60 if country==18 & ret_year>=1979¬741
¬742
*>> 35. Estonia¬743
¬744
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==35¬745
    ¬746
    replace ret_er=60 if country==35¬747
¬748
¬749
*>> 17. France¬750
¬751
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==17¬752
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==17 & ret_year>=1983¬753
    replace ret_sr=61 if country==17 & ret_year>=2011 & birth_year>=1953¬754
    replace ret_sr=62 if country==17 & ret_year>=2011 & birth_year>=1955¬755
    ¬756
    replace ret_er=60 if country==17¬757
    replace ret_er=58 if ret_year>=1981 & country==17¬758
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*>> 12. Germany¬759
¬760
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==12¬761
    replace ret_sr=65.08 if country==12 & ret_year==2013¬762
    replace ret_sr=65.17 if country==12 & ret_year==2014¬763
    replace ret_sr=65.25 if country==12 & ret_year==2015¬764
    ¬765
    replace ret_er=60 if country==12 & female==0 & ret_year>=1973¬766
    replace ret_er=63 if country==12 & female==0 & ret_year>=2004¬767
    ¬768
    replace ret_er=60 if country==12 & female==1 & ret_year>=1962¬769
    replace ret_er=62 if country==12 & female==1 & ret_year>=2004¬770
    replace ret_er=63 if country==12 & female==1 & ret_year>=2006¬771
¬772
¬773
*>> 16. Italy¬774
¬775
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==16 & female==0¬776
    replace ret_sr=55 if country==16 & female==1¬777
    replace ret_sr=61 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1994¬778
    replace ret_sr=56 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1994¬779
    replace ret_sr=61.5 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1995¬780
    replace ret_sr=56.5 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1995¬781
    replace ret_sr=62 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1996¬782
    replace ret_sr=57 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1996¬783
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1997¬784
    replace ret_sr=58 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1997¬785
    replace ret_sr=63.5 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1998¬786
    replace ret_sr=58.5 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1998¬787
    replace ret_sr=64 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year==1999¬788
    replace ret_sr=59 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year==1999¬789
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year>=2000¬790
    replace ret_sr=60 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year>=2000¬791
    replace ret_sr=65.08 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year>=2013¬792
    replace ret_sr=60.08 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year>=2013¬793
    replace ret_sr=65.17 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year>=2014¬794
    replace ret_sr=60.17 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year>=2014¬795
    replace ret_sr=65.25 if country==16 & female==0 & ret_year>=2015¬796
    replace ret_sr=60.25 if country==16 & female==1 & ret_year>=2015¬797
    ¬798
    replace ret_er=57 if country==16 & ret_year>=1996¬799
¬800
*>> 34. Slovenia¬801
¬802
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==34 & female==1¬803
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==34 & female==0¬804
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==34 & ret_year>=2013¬805
    ¬806
    replace ret_er=58 if country==34 & female==1¬807
    replace ret_er=58 if country==34 & female==0¬808
¬809
*>> 15. Spain¬810
¬811
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==15¬812
¬813
    replace ret_er=64 if country==15 ¬814
    replace ret_er=60 if country==15 & ret_year>=1983¬815
    replace ret_er=61 if country==15 & ret_year>=1994¬816
¬817
*>> 13. Sweden¬818
¬819
    replace ret_sr=67 if country==13 & ret_year<=1994¬820
    replace ret_sr=65 if country==13 & ret_year>=1995¬821
¬822
    ¬823
    replace ret_er=60 if country==13¬824
    replace ret_er=63 if country==13 & ret_year>=1998¬825
¬826
*>> 20. Switzerland¬827
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¬828
    replace ret_sr=62 if country==20 & ret_year<=2000¬829
    replace ret_sr=63 if country==20 & ret_year>=2001¬830
    replace ret_sr=64 if country==20 & ret_year>=2005¬831
¬832
    replace ret_er=64 if country==20 & ret_year>=1997 & female==0 ¬833
    replace ret_er=63 if country==20 & ret_year>=2001 & female==0 ¬834
    ¬835
    replace ret_er=62 if country==20 & ret_year>=2001 & female==1¬836
¬837
¬838
¬839
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬840
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬841
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬842
¬843
*----[18. Generate the instrumental variables]---------------------------------¬844
¬845
*>> IV - Retired¬846
* dummy variables taking value zero if the individual’s age is less than the 847
statutory age for either early or regular retirement.¬…
¬848

gen iv_retired_er = 0¬849
replace iv_retired_er = 1 if age>ret_er¬850
la var iv_retired_er "Above early retirement age"¬851

¬852
gen iv_retired_sr = 0¬853
replace iv_retired_sr = 1 if age>ret_sr¬854
la var iv_retired_sr "Above statutory retirement age"¬855

¬856
¬857
¬858
*>> IV - Retired at least one year¬859
* dummy variables taking value zero if the individual’s age is less than the 860
statutory age for either early or regular retirement.¬…
¬861

gen iv_atleast1_er = 0¬862
replace iv_atleast1_er = 1 if age > ret_er +1¬863
la var iv_atleast1_er "Above early retirement age +1"¬864

¬865
gen iv_atleast1_sr = 0¬866
replace iv_atleast1_sr = 1 if age > ret_sr +1¬867
la var iv_atleast1_sr "Above statutory retirement age +1"¬868

¬869
¬870
¬871
*>> IV - Retired less than one year¬872
* dummy variables taking value one if the individual’s age is exaclty the 873
statutory age for either early or regular retirement.¬…
¬874
// first we generate the age, not rounded to the nearest integer¬875
// but floored to the integer n such that n < x < n + 1¬876
    gen agefloor=floor(age)¬877
¬878

gen iv_lessthan1_er = 0¬879
replace iv_lessthan1_er = 1 if agefloor==ret_er¬880
la var iv_lessthan1_er "Exactly on early retirement age"¬881

¬882
gen iv_lessthan1_sr = 0¬883
replace iv_lessthan1_sr = 1 if agefloor==ret_sr¬884
la var iv_lessthan1_sr "Exactly on statutory retirement age"¬885

¬886
¬887
¬888
*>> IV - Retired at least/less than ... months¬889
¬890
¬891
forval m = 0/24 {¬892
¬893
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gen iv_al`m'm_er = 0¬894
replace iv_al`m'm_er = 1 if age>ret_er + `m'/12¬895
la var iv_al`m'm_er "Above early retirement age +`m' months"¬896

¬897
gen iv_al`m'm_sr = 0¬898
replace iv_al`m'm_sr = 1 if age>ret_sr + `m'/12¬899
la var iv_al`m'm_sr "Above statutory retirement age +`m' months"¬900

    ¬901
    ¬902
    gen agefloor`m'months=floor(age + max( 0 , (`m'/12)-1 ) )¬903
¬904

gen iv_lt`m'm_er = 0¬905
replace iv_lt`m'm_er = 1 if agefloor`m'months==ret_er¬906
la var iv_lt`m'm_er "Exactly on early retirement age"¬907

¬908
gen iv_lt`m'm_sr = 0¬909
replace iv_lt`m'm_sr = 1 if agefloor`m'months==ret_sr¬910
la var iv_lt`m'm_sr "Exactly on statutory retirement age"¬911
¬912

    }¬913
    ¬914
¬915
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬916
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬917
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬918
¬919
*----[19. Treat missing variables]---------------------------------------------¬920
¬921
¬922
*>> Missing values treatment¬923
/*¬924
SHARE : general missing codes¬925
-1: “Don’t know”¬926
-2: “Refusal”¬927
-3: “Implausible value/suspected wrong”¬928
-4: “Not codable”¬929
-5: “Not answered”¬930
-7: “Not yet coded”¬931
-9: “Not applicable”¬932
¬933
EASYSHARE : Compared to the SHARE main release we recoded easySHARE to one of¬934
the following (partially new) codes:¬935
-3: “implausible value/suspected wrong”¬936
-7: “not yet coded”¬937
-9: “not applicable filtered”¬938
-12: “don’t know / refusal”¬939
-13: “not asked in this wave”¬940
-14: “not asked in this country”¬941
-15: “no information”¬942
-16: “no drop-off (information in drop-off in this wave)”¬943
*/¬944
¬945
    summ¬946
    mvdecode _all , mv(-1=. \ -2=. \ -12=. \ -15=.)¬947
¬948
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬949
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬950
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬951
¬952
*----[20. Save final database]-------------------------------------------------¬953
¬954
save final_long, replace¬955
¬956
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬957
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬958
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬959
¬960
*----[21. Descriptive tables]--------------------------------------------------¬961
¬962
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*>> Gender distribution of selected individuals by country¬963
¬964

use final_long, clear¬965
¬966
keep mergeid country female birth_year¬967

¬968
    bysort mergeid: gen dup = cond(_N==1,0,_n)¬969

keep if dup==1¬970
¬971
tab country female¬972

¬973
collapse (count) totalw=dup, by (country female)¬974

¬975
reshape wide totalw, i(country ) j(female)¬976
rename totalw0 male¬977
rename totalw1 female¬978
¬979
gen total=male+female¬980
gen pcmale=round((male/total)*100,.1)¬981
gen pcfemale=round((female/total)*100,.1)¬982
¬983
decode country, gen(country_name)¬984
drop country¬985
gen newvarname = substr(country_name, 4, .)¬986
rename newvarname country¬987
drop country_name¬988
¬989
save ./temp/temp.dta, replace¬990
collapse (sum) male female total¬991
gen country="All countries"¬992
app using ./temp/temp¬993
sort country¬994
order country¬995
¬996
order country male pcmale female pcfemale total¬997
texsave * using "./tables/temp/sample.tex" , replace hlines(-1)¬998

¬999
¬1000
*>> Selection process: Percentages of selected men and women from the original 1001
sample, by country¬…
¬1002
*** selected individuals database¬1003
¬1004

use final_long, clear¬1005
¬1006

    bysort mergeid: gen dup = cond(_N==1,0,_n)¬1007
keep if dup==1¬1008
¬1009
keep mergeid wave firstwave country female¬1010
¬1011
save ./temp/baseline_select.dta, replace¬1012
¬1013
//25,031 obs¬1014
¬1015

*** complete database (waves 4,5 and 6)¬1016
¬1017

use temp/selected_long, clear¬1018
¬1019

    bysort mergeid: gen dup = cond(_N==1,0,_n)¬1020
keep if dup==1¬1021
¬1022
keep mergeid wave firstwave country female¬1023
¬1024

drop if   country == "14. Netherlands":country ///¬1025
| country == "19. Greece":country ///¬1026
| country == "25. Israel":country ///¬1027
| country == "29. Poland":country ///¬1028
| country == "31. Luxembourg":country ///¬1029
| country == "32. Hungary":country ///¬1030
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| country == "33. Portugal":country ///¬1031
| country == "47. Croatia":country ¬1032

¬1033
save ./temp/baseline_complete.dta, replace¬1034
¬1035
//54.389 obs total¬1036
¬1037

*** Merge the to two databases to be able to compare¬1038
¬1039

use ./temp/baseline_select.dta, clear¬1040
¬1041

merge 1:1 mergeid using ./temp/baseline_complete¬1042
¬1043
mark selected if _merge==3¬1044
¬1045

*** Create the table that illustrates the selection process¬1046
¬1047
collapse (count) totalcount=wave, by (country female selected )¬1048
reshape wide totalcount , i(country female) j(selected)¬1049

¬1050
rename totalcount0 unselected¬1051
rename totalcount1 selected¬1052
¬1053
gen total= unselected + selected¬1054
¬1055
replace unselected=round((unselected/total)*100)¬1056
replace selected=round((selected/total)*100)¬1057
drop total¬1058

¬1059
reshape wide unselected selected, i(country) j(female)¬1060

¬1061
decode country, gen(country_name)¬1062
drop country¬1063
gen newvarname = substr(country_name, 4, .)¬1064
rename newvarname country¬1065
drop country_name¬1066
order country¬1067
¬1068
la var unselected0 "Men unselected"¬1069
la var selected0 "Men selected"¬1070
la var unselected1 "Women unselected"¬1071
la var selected1 "Women unselected"¬1072
¬1073

    gen diff=round(unselected1-unselected0,.1)¬1074
    la var diff "Gender difference in selection"¬1075
    ¬1076
    ¬1077

save ./temp/temp.dta, replace¬1078
collapse (mean) un* sel* diff¬1079
gen country="All countries"¬1080
app using ./temp/temp¬1081

    sort country¬1082
order country unselected0 selected0 unselected1 selected1¬1083

¬1084
texsave * using "./tables/temp/labor_force.tex" , replace hlines(-1)¬1085

¬1086
¬1087

*>> Gender distribution by country in original sample¬1088
use ./temp/baseline_complete.dta, clear¬1089

¬1090
tab country female¬1091
collapse (count) totalcount=wave, by (country female )¬1092
reshape wide totalcount, i(country) j(female)¬1093

¬1094
la var totalcount0 "Men"¬1095
la var totalcount1 "Women"¬1096

¬1097
decode country, gen(country_name)¬1098
drop country¬1099
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gen newvarname = substr(country_name, 4, .)¬1100
rename newvarname country¬1101
drop country_name¬1102
order country¬1103
¬1104
gen total=totalcount0+totalcount1¬1105
replace totalcount0=round((totalcount0/total)*100,.1)¬1106
replace totalcount1=round((totalcount1/total)*100,.1)¬1107

    drop total¬1108
    gen diff=totalcount1-totalcount0¬1109
    summ diff¬1110
    label var diff "Diff."¬1111
¬1112
    format totalcount0 %9.1f¬1113
    format totalcount1 %9.1f¬1114
¬1115

texsave * using "./tables/genderdis.tex" , size(small) ///¬1116
    width(1\textwidth) title("Gender distribution by country in original sample 1117
(in\%)") ///¬…
    replace varlabels frag location(ht) nofix marker(genderdis) 1118
align(@{\extracolsep{\fill} } l r r r)¬…
    ¬1119
¬1120
*>> Retirement related summary statistics by country¬1121
¬1122
use final_wide, clear¬1123
¬1124

collapse (mean) ret_age es_evol_working es_evol_fromwtor es_evol_retired, by 1125
(country)¬…
¬1126
    replace ret_age=round(ret_age,0.1)¬1127
    replace es_evol_retired=round(100*es_evol_retired)¬1128
    replace es_evol_fromwtor=round(100*es_evol_fromwtor)¬1129
    replace es_evol_working=round(100*es_evol_working)¬1130
    ¬1131

decode country, gen(country_name)¬1132
drop country¬1133
gen newvarname = substr(country_name, 4, .)¬1134
rename newvarname country¬1135
drop country_name¬1136
order country¬1137

¬1138
la var ret_age "Retirement age"¬1139
la var es_evol_retired "Retired during the entire sample period"¬1140
la var es_evol_fromwtor "Transitions into retirement"¬1141
la var es_evol_working "Working during the entire sample period"¬1142
¬1143
save ./temp/temp.dta, replace¬1144
collapse (mean) ret_age es*¬1145
gen country="All countries"¬1146
app using ./temp/temp¬1147

    sort country¬1148
order country¬1149
    ¬1150

    texsave * using "./tables/temp/ret_stat.tex" , replace hlines(-1)¬1151
    ¬1152
¬1153
*>> Descriptive statistics¬1154
¬1155
use final_long, clear¬1156
¬1157
*cognitive¬1158
    summ numeracy_2 orienti cf010_ mem_sc_ recall_1 recall_2¬1159
    ¬1160
*retirement¬1161
    summ es_retired_ es_evol_* ret_age ret_length¬1162
    ¬1163
*control and descriptive    ¬1164
    summ female age partnerinhh retest¬1165
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    tab degree¬1166
¬1167
*country¬1168
    tab country¬1169
    tab region¬1170
    tab country region¬1171
    ¬1172
    ¬1173
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1174
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1175
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1176
¬1177
*----[22. Graphs]--------------------------------------------------------------¬1178
¬1179
*>> Preliminary settings¬1180
¬1181
query graphics¬1182
¬1183
graph query, schemes¬1184
¬1185
*ssc install blindschemes¬1186
*set scheme plotplainblind, perm¬1187
¬1188
*graph set window fontface default //change font¬1189
graph set window fontface "Garamond Premier Pro Caption" //change font¬1190
¬1191
*** Colors¬1192
//  Define global variables with the color coding in RGB¬1193
¬1194
graph query colorstyle¬1195
¬1196
*blue¬1197
global fill1     ""203 213 232""¬1198
global line1     ""141 160 203""¬1199
¬1200
*red¬1201
global fill2     ""253 205 172""¬1202
global line2     ""252 141 98""¬1203
¬1204
*green¬1205
global fill3     ""179 226 205""¬1206
global line3     ""102 194 165""¬1207
¬1208
*grey¬1209
global fill4     "gs10*0.5"¬1210
global line4     "gs10"¬1211
¬1212
¬1213
*>> Age profiles - gender¬1214
foreach test in Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency { ¬1215

¬1216
use final_long, clear¬1217

    keep if ageround>=60 & ageround<=75¬1218
¬1219
rename (orienti recall_1 recall_2 cf010_ numeracy_2) ///¬1220

   (Orientation Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency Numeracy)¬1221
¬1222
statsby score=r(mean) upper=r(ub) lower=r(lb) , ///¬1223

by(ageround female) clear /// ¬1224
: ci mean (`test')¬1225

¬1226
#delimit ; ¬1227

twoway ¬1228
(rarea upper lower ageround if female==0, color($fill1)) ¬1229
(rarea upper lower ageround if female==1, color($fill2))¬1230
(line score ageround if female==0, color($line1) lp(solid) lw(medium)) ¬1231
(line score ageround if female==1, color($line2) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1232
, leg( order(2 "Women" 1 "Men") r(1) colgap(*2) region(lstyle(refline )) 1233

si(medium) )   scale(1.5) ¬…
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  title("`test'") name(`test', replace) xtitle("");¬1234
#delimit cr¬1235

}¬1236
¬1237
grc1leg2   Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency ,rows(1) ring(1) title("") 1238
xtitle("")¬…
graph di , xsize(9) ysize(5) margin(zero)¬1239
graph export graphs/tests/gender.pdf, replace¬1240
¬1241
¬1242
*>> Age profiles - education level¬1243
foreach test in Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency  { ¬1244

¬1245
use final_long, clear¬1246
rename (orienti recall_1 recall_2 cf010_ numeracy_2) ///¬1247
(Orientation Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency Numeracy)¬1248
keep if ageround>=60 & ageround<=75¬1249

¬1250
statsby score=r(mean) upper=r(ub) lower=r(lb) , ///¬1251

by(ageround degree) clear /// ¬1252
: ci mean (`test')¬1253

¬1254
#delimit ; ¬1255

twoway ¬1256
(rarea upper lower ageround if degree==0, color($fill1)  ) ¬1257
(rarea upper lower ageround if degree==1, color($fill2) )¬1258
(rarea upper lower ageround if degree==2, color($fill3) )¬1259
(line score ageround if degree==0, color($line1) lp(solid) lw(medium)) ¬1260
(line score ageround if degree==1, color($line2) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1261
(line score ageround if degree==2, color($line3) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1262
, leg( order( 1 "Low" 2 "Medium" 3 "High" ) r(1) colgap(*2) 1263

region(lstyle(refline )) si(medium))   scale(1.5) ¬…
title("`test'") name(`test', replace) xtitle("") ;¬1264

#delimit cr¬1265
}¬1266

¬1267
grc1leg2  Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency, rows(1)  ring(1) title("")¬1268
graph di , xsize(9) ysize(5) margin(zero)¬1269
graph export graphs/tests/hsdegree.pdf, replace¬1270
¬1271
*>> Age profiles - retirement status¬1272
foreach test in  Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency  { ¬1273

¬1274
use final_long, clear¬1275
rename (orienti recall_1 recall_2 cf010_ numeracy_2) ///¬1276
(Orientation Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency Numeracy)¬1277
¬1278
recode ep005_ (-15 -12 = .) (1 = 0) (2 = 1) (3 4 5 97 = .) // employment 1279

status¬…
¬1280
statsby score=r(mean) upper=r(ub) lower=r(lb), by(ageround ep005_) clear ///¬1281

: ci mean (`test')¬1282
¬1283

#delimit ; ¬1284
twoway ¬1285

(rarea upper lower ageround if ep005_==0 & ageround>=55, color($fill1)) ¬1286
(rarea upper lower ageround if ep005_==1 & ageround<=65, color($fill2) )¬1287
(line score ageround if ep005_==0 & ageround>=55, color($line1 ) lp(solid) 1288

lw(medium)) ¬…
(line score ageround if ep005_==1 & ageround<=65, color($line2) lp(solid) 1289

lw(medium))¬…
, leg( order(2 "Employed" 1 "Retired" ) r(1) colgap(*2) 1290

region(lstyle(refline )) si(medium))   scale(1.5) ¬…
  name(`test', replace) xtitle("") title("`test'") ;¬1291

#delimit cr¬1292
}¬1293

¬1294
grc1leg2 Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency, rows(1) ring(1) title("")¬1295
graph di , xsize(9) ysize(5) margin(zero)¬1296
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graph export graphs/tests/retirement.pdf, replace¬1297
¬1298
*>> Age profiles - macro region¬1299
foreach test in  Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency  { ¬1300

¬1301
use final_long, clear¬1302
rename (orienti recall_1 recall_2 cf010_ numeracy_2) ///¬1303

   (Orientation Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency Numeracy)¬1304
keep if ageround>=60 & ageround<=75¬1305

¬1306
statsby score=r(mean) upper=r(ub) lower=r(lb) , ///¬1307

by(ageround region) clear /// ¬1308
: ci mean (`test')¬1309

¬1310
#delimit ; ¬1311

twoway ¬1312
(rarea upper lower ageround if region==1, color($fill1) ) ¬1313
(line score ageround if region==1, color($line1) lp(solid) lw(medium)) ¬1314
(rarea upper lower ageround if region==2, color($fill2) )¬1315
(line score ageround if region==2, color($line2) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1316
(rarea upper lower ageround if region==4, color($fill4) )¬1317
(line score ageround if region==4, color($line4) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1318
(rarea upper lower ageround if region==3, color($fill3) )¬1319
(line score ageround if region==3, color($line3) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1320

¬1321
, title("`test'")¬1322
  leg(order(1 "Nordic countries" 3 "Western Europe" 7 "Southern Europe" 5 1323

"Former Eastern bloc" ) r(1) colgap(*1) region(lstyle(refline )) si(medium) )   …
scale(1.5) ¬…

  name(`test', replace)¬1324
  xtitle("")¬1325
  ;¬1326

#delimit cr¬1327
}¬1328

¬1329
grc1leg2   Immediate_recall Delayed_recall Fluency, rows(1) ring(1) title("")¬1330
graph di , xsize(9) ysize(5) margin(zero)¬1331
graph export graphs/tests/region.pdf, replace¬1332
¬1333
*>> Memory score averages by gender and country¬1334

use final_long, clear¬1335
¬1336
statsby score=r(mean), by (country female) clear : summ mem_sc¬1337
¬1338
la def country_abbr 11 "AT" 12 "DE" 13 "SE" 15 "ES" 16 "IT" 17 "FR" ///¬1339

18 "DK" 20 "CH" 23 "BE" 28 "CZ" 34 "SI" 35 "EE"¬1340
la val country country_abbr ¬1341
¬1342
graph bar score, over(female, descending) ///¬1343

over(country, gap(*3) sort(2) descending ) ///¬1344
asyvars ytitle("") ylabel(0(2)13) bargap(25) ///¬1345
leg(label(2 Female) label(1 Male) order(2 1)ring(0) 1346

position (1)) ///¬…
bar(1, bcolor(gs12)) bar(2, bcolor(gs4)) ///¬1347
yscale(lcolor(gs10))¬1348

¬1349
graph export graphs/countries_recall.pdf, replace¬1350
¬1351

*>> Average memory score by age¬1352
¬1353
use final_long, clear¬1354

¬1355
    egen ageroundbis = cut(age), at(55(.5)75.5)¬1356
¬1357

statsby mean=r(mean) upper=r(ub) lower=r(lb), ///¬1358
by(ageroundbis) clear ///¬1359
: ci mean (mem_sc_)¬1360

¬1361
#delimit ;¬1362
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twoway¬1363
(rarea upper lower ageroundbis, color($fill2))¬1364
(line mean ageroundbis, color($line2) lp(solid) lw(medium))¬1365
, title() leg(off) ¬1366
xlabel(55(5)75) xtitle("") scale(2)¬1367
;¬1368

#delimit cr¬1369
¬1370
graph di , xsize(9) ysize(4) margin(zero)¬1371
graph export graphs/avg_score.pdf, replace¬1372
¬1373

*>> Retirement age distribution¬1374
¬1375
*all countries¬1376

use final_long, clear¬1377
keep ret_age_round¬1378
¬1379
drop if ret_age_round<50 | ret_age_round>70.00¬1380
tab ret_age_round¬1381

¬1382
hist ret_age_round, percent d norm gap(15) bfcolor($fill2) blcolor($line2) ///¬1383
leg(off) xtitle("") ytitle("") mlabsize(huge) scale(2.5)¬1384
¬1385
graph di , xsize(3) ysize(1) ¬1386
graph export graphs/ret_age_all.pdf, replace¬1387

¬1388
*country by country¬1389
    use final_long, clear¬1390

decode country, gen(country_name)¬1391
drop country¬1392
gen newvarname = substr(country_name, 4, .)¬1393
rename newvarname country¬1394
¬1395

    drop if ret_age_round<54 | ret_age_round>70.00¬1396
¬1397

hist ret_age_round , percent d norm gap(15) bfcolor($fill2) blcolor($line2) 1398
///¬…

by( country, col(3) iscale(*1.15) leg(off) note("") im(0 0 0 7 0) ) ///¬1399
    subtitle(, ring(0) pos(12) nobexpand) xtitle("") ytitle("") mlabsize(huge) 1400

leg(off) ///¬…
    xlabel(55(5)70) xsc(r(54 70)) ¬1401
¬1402
graph di , ysize(12) xsize(9) margin(0 0 0 -6)¬1403
graph export graphs/ret_age_country.pdf, replace¬1404

¬1405
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1406
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1407
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1408
¬1409
*----[23. Regressions - Setting up global variables]---------------------------¬1410
¬1411
*>> Global variables used in the following regressions¬1412
¬1413
use final_long, clear¬1414
¬1415
    global iv_retired         "iv_retired_er iv_retired_sr"¬1416
    global iv_atleastoneyear  "iv_atleast1_er iv_atleast1_sr"¬1417
    global iv_lessthanoneyear "iv_lessthan1_er iv_lessthan1_sr"¬1418
¬1419
    global agef               "age agesq"¬1420
    global controls           "retest partnerinhh"¬1421
¬1422
¬1423
¬1424
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1425
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1426
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1427
¬1428
*----[24. Regressions - Preliminary model]-------------------------------------¬1429
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¬1430
*>> Fixed effects¬1431
¬1432
eststo retired1 : ///¬1433
xtreg mem_sc_ es_retired  $agef  $controls, fe cluster(id) robust¬1434
¬1435
¬1436
*>> 2SLS FE¬1437
¬1438
eststo retired2 : ///¬1439
xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_retired = $iv_retired) $agef  $controls , ///¬1440
    fe cluster(id wave) first savefprefix(fretired2) robust¬1441
¬1442
¬1443
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1444
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1445
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1446
¬1447
*----[25. Regressions - Alternative model - one regressor]---------------------¬1448
¬1449
*>> Fixed effects¬1450
¬1451
eststo atleastoneyear1 : ///¬1452
 xtreg mem_sc_ es_ret_1year  $agef $controls, fe cluster(id) robust¬1453
¬1454
¬1455
*>> 2SLS FE¬1456
¬1457
eststo atleastoneyear2 : ///¬1458
xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_1year = $iv_atleastoneyear) $agef  $controls , ///¬1459
    fe cluster(id wave) first savefprefix(fatleast) robust endog(es_ret_1year)¬1460
¬1461
¬1462
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1463
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1464
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1465
¬1466
*----[26. Regressions - Retired at least 1--24 months]-------------------------¬1467
¬1468
*>> 2SLS FE - one endogenous regressor¬1469
¬1470
forval m = 0/24 {¬1471
    preserve¬1472
    ¬1473
    eststo atleast`m' : ///¬1474
    xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_al`m'm = iv_al`m'm_er iv_al`m'm_sr) ///¬1475
        $agef  $controls , ///¬1476
        fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1477
    ¬1478
    regsave es_ret_al`m'm using temp/months/month`m', ci replace¬1479
    ¬1480
    restore¬1481
    }¬1482
    ¬1483
¬1484
*>> dataset and graph¬1485
preserve¬1486
¬1487
use temp/months/month0, clear¬1488
¬1489
forvalues i=1/24 {¬1490

appen using temp/months/month`i'¬1491
    }¬1492
save temp/months/allmonths.dta, replace¬1493
¬1494
use temp/months/allmonths.dta, clear¬1495
¬1496
    gen month = _n-1¬1497
    keep month coef ci*¬1498
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    mark honeymoon if month>12¬1499
    egen mean = mean(coef), by(honeymoon)¬1500
    ¬1501

twoway ///¬1502
    (lfit mean month if honeymoon==0, lc($line2) lp(solid)) ///¬1503
    (lfit mean month if honeymoon==1, lc($line2) lp(solid)) ///¬1504

(rcap ci_upper ci_lower month, lcolor(gs12) ) ///¬1505
(scatter coef month, m(square) mc(gs5)) ///¬1506
, leg(off) xlabel(0(1)24) ylabel(-.2(.2)1) ///¬1507
  xtitle("Delay after retirement, in months") ///¬1508
  ytitle("Coefficient estimate")¬1509

¬1510
graph di , xsize(6) ysize(4) margin(zero)¬1511
graph export graphs/months_one.pdf, replace¬1512

¬1513
restore¬1514
¬1515
¬1516
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1517
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1518
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1519
¬1520
*----[27. Regressions - Alternative model - two regressors]--------------------¬1521
¬1522
*>> 2SLS FE¬1523
¬1524
eststo lessthanoneyear2 : ///¬1525
xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = $iv_atleastoneyear 1526
$iv_lessthanoneyear) $agef  $controls , ///¬…
    fe cluster(id wave) first savefprefix(flessthan) robust endog(es_ret_1year)¬1527
¬1528
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1529
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1530
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1531
¬1532
*----[28. Regressions - Sensitivity to age polynomials]------------------------¬1533
¬1534
*>> Log age, and polynomials up to degree 4¬1535
¬1536
eststo contagelog : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1537
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) agelog  $controls , ///¬…
                 fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1538
                 ¬1539
eststo contage1 : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1540
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) age  $controls , ///¬…
                 fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1541
                 ¬1542
eststo contage2 : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1543
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) age agesq  $controls , ///¬…
                 fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1544
¬1545
eststo contage3 : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1546
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) age agesq agethree  $controls , ///¬…
                 fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1547
                 ¬1548
eststo contage4 : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1549
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) age agesq agethree agefour  $controls , …
///¬…
                 fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1550
¬1551
¬1552
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1553
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1554
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1555
¬1556
*----[29. Regressions - Heterogeneity across subsamples]-----------------------¬1557
¬1558
*>> Education¬1559
¬1560
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tab degree educ, m¬1561
mark educalt if degree==2¬1562
replace educalt=. if degree==.¬1563
¬1564
bysort educalt : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_1year = $iv_atleastoneyear) $age  1565
$controls , ///¬…
        fe cluster(id wave) robust ¬1566
        ¬1567
bysort educalt : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = 1568
$iv_atleastoneyear $iv_lessthanoneyear) $agef  $controls , ///¬…
    fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1569
¬1570
¬1571
*>> Gender¬1572
¬1573
tab female, m¬1574
¬1575
bysort female : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_1year = $iv_atleastoneyear) $age  1576
$controls , ///¬…
        fe cluster(id wave) robust ¬1577
        ¬1578
bysort female : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = $iv_atleastoneyear 1579
$iv_lessthanoneyear) $agef  $controls , ///¬…
    fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1580
¬1581
¬1582
*>> Macro region¬1583
¬1584
preserve¬1585
tab region country¬1586
replace region=5 if country==23 // to estimate BE separately¬1587
¬1588
bysort region : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_1year = $iv_atleastoneyear) $age  1589
$controls , ///¬…
        fe cluster(id wave) robust ¬1590
¬1591
bysort region : xtivreg2 mem_sc_ (es_ret_less1y es_ret_1year  = $iv_atleastoneyear 1592
$iv_lessthanoneyear) $agef  $controls , ///¬…
    fe cluster(id wave) robust¬1593
restore¬1594
¬1595
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1596
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1597
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1598
¬1599
*----[30. Exit Stata & Close Log File]-----------------------------------------¬1600
¬1601
capture log close¬1602
exit¬1603
¬1604
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------¬1605

1606
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